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1993 Miss Black and Gold crowned Tuesday
fry Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
And the winner is...
On Tuesday, Oct. 5, the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity held their
annual Miss Black and Gold
Pageant.
This year there were four
contestants who competed for the
title of Miss Black and Gold.
Nick Kinlaw stated that "this
pageant is held in recognition of
our African Queen. It showcases
her beauty, talent and
intelligence."
Two sophomores, Terri
Hudson and Miranda White,
Mechelle Robertson, a junior and
Theresa Keys, a senior, all vied
for the crown.
Nick Kinlaw, the coordinator
of the pageant, said that he was
not thrilled about the turnout,
but for a week night it was a
decent crowd.
The four contestants, on the
other hand, were very pleased

J. Mitchell Brown/staff photographer

Miss Terry Hudson is crowned Tuesday night at the 1993 Miss Black and

about how everything turned out.
There were eight categories
that helped in determining who
was to be the 1993 Miss Black
and Gold.
The contestants were judged
on interviews, their GPRs, casual
wear, formal wear, African wear,
selling of ads, interviews and
talent.
This year monologues served
as the main talent to these
contestants.
Terri Hudson performed a
monologue on poems of Maya
Angelou including "Phenomenal
Woman" and "I'll Rise".
Theresa Keys and Mechelle
Robertson also recited two
monologues. One of the
monologues was written by Bobby
Cummings and entitled "Telling
It Like It Is."
Miranda White displayed her
talent in a musical selection that
she played on the piano.
see ENTERTAIN,page IIA

Gold Pageant in Tillman Hall auditorium

S.C. Botanical Garden site of new road plan
integrity of the garden and will
destroy teaching and research
areas,"said Kelly.
Specific areas that could be
damaged by construction are the
display gardens, the camellia
collection, the arboretum and the
Hayden lecture area.
The plans for the road were
approved in 1989 by the Master
Planning Steering Committee and
Milt Wise, Vice President and
Vice Provost for Agriculture.
Vander Mey emphasized that
the proposal for the road has
been in the Master Plan for five
years and that "it has been a long
and rigorous process for this to
come about."
Wright said the problem with
the plan came about "when the
highway department got involved
and decided to go with a 45 mph
speed limit which changed the
concept.
The way they have aligned it
has more impact on the garden

operate. We can eliminate some that has been using and caring
conjestion and reduce the number for the garden," said Vander Mey.
Mark Wright, Associate Vice
of accidents in this area."
President
for Facilities Planning
Walsh
described
the
In order to make the
and
Design,
added,
intersections of Perimeter Rd., interchange of 93 and 76 as "very
"In the long run, the road will
substandard.
We
need
to
redesign
Pendleton Rd., Highway 93 and
U.S. 76 safer, the Campus Master this interchange and we'll need benefit the campus and the
Planning Office and the State the spacing from 93 to the garden."
Right now, the trial gardens
Highway Department have relocated Perimeter Road to get
are the focus of the SCBG and
the
proper
interchange
ramps
and
proposed a new road that will
will be most affected by the
realign Perimeter Road through acceleration lanes in."
Gerald Vander Mey, the realignment of the highway
the South Carolina Botanical
Campus Master Planner, said the system.
Garden (SCBG).
Eventually, the conservatory,
John Walsh of the S.C. decision to propose the road was
which has not been built yet, will
"a
difficult
one"
but
was
necessary
Highway Department explained
be the focus, and the new road
that the new road "will eliminate to prepare for the future.
"It's emotional and it's hard to will provide an entrance to this
the two T-type intersections and
create one intersection with four say yes to something like this facility.
Also, according to Vander Mey,
approaches which will be safer to when you've got a consitituency
Perimeter Road "will be the
primary entrance to the university
in the future."
John Kelly, Director of the
SCBG, expressed great concern
about the adverse effects of the
road.
"It will significantly impact the

by Ashley }acobs
staff writer
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derecognization. See

Scattered showers and thunderstorms are coming
to TigerTown this weekend, so keep the umbrellas
close at hand when you're going out.
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than the original plan."
"The plan we have is
preliminary and the highway
department knows they have to
change it. The aligment needs to
be moved about 150 ft. to the
northeast,"explained Vander Mey.
"I think it would be a natural
reaction to have some aversion to
going through the garden, but
the plan for a road is condusive to
the university's plan," said Walsh.
The proposed road will be five
lanes across, which will include a
landscaped entrance to the
university, six foot bike lanes on
either side and turn lanes.
Are four lanes for traffic
necessary?
"No, not for short term
purposes,"said Vander Mey. "Yes,
if you're looking 20 years down
the road."
The approximate cost for the
new road construction is $1.8
million; 80 percent of that may be
paid for by federal funding.
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Second annual Hispanic Week conies to CU
by Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
As you wandered around
campus this week, you may have
noticed the signs announcing the
events of Hispanic Week. Running
from October 4 -8, Hispanic Week
at Clemson University sponsored
a variety of events, speakers, and
scientists that shared the Hispanic
culture with the Clemson students
and community.
This is the second year for
Hispanic Week at Clemson
University. It was started last year
by Dr. Gloria Bautista who
received a grant from the South
Carolina Humanities Council. It
was so successful last year, with
over 500 students attending, that
the funding was secured for a
continuation of cultural
awareness into the 1993 -94
school year.
Hispanic Week has a future as
an annual event at Clemson. Dr.
Bautista feels it is important to
give opportunities to students so
that they may increase their
cultural awareness. With such a
diverse representation of students
at this campus, it is important to
understand the different cultures.
She hopes that "...more and more
people continue to participate in
and support cultural awareness."
On Monday, October 4, Dr.
Albert Baez gave a lecture to over
200 students on environmental
awareness as part of Hispanic
Week. Dr. Baez was a professor
at Stanford University in
California where he developed an
X Ray telescope. Over the years

he has received several awards
for his scientific contributions.
After retiring from Stanford, Dr.
Baez became involved with
several projects on environmental
awareness. Currently, he is
working on such programs as
"Vivamos Mejor USA" to help
improve living and ecological
conditions in third world
countries. Also on Monday, Dr.
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Freddy Rodriguez Garcia gave an
additional lecture on the advances
of reconstructive surgery.
On Tuesday, students could
hear about the future of the
Panama Canal. As a result of a
treaty that was implemented by
President Jimmy Carter, Panama
will be receiving complete control
of the Panama Canal in 1996.
Later on a video presentation of

"Como Aqua Para Chocolate"
("Like Water for Chocolate") was
shown. This movie is based on a
book by the author Laura
Esquivel. For those who missed
the presentation on Tuesday, the
Astro will be showing the video
all week.
Other similar events went on
throughoutthe week. Today, two
more
opportunities
for

Erik Martin/interim head photographer

Many ditterent exibhits were on display this week at Cooper Library during
Clemson University's second annual Hispanic Week.

participation in the Hispanic
Culture Week will be available.
First, a presentation on mythology
of the Aztec and Maya Indians
will be lectured on by Yvonne
Arguello. At 9:00 PM in Daniel
Auditorium dancers from Atlanta
will be performing authentic Latin
American dances. The costumes
worn are all handmade authentic
Hispanic dress. Students can also
see a display of Contemporary
Latin American Paintings in the
Cooper Library until the 11th of
October.
Hispanic Week was sponsored
this year by the South Carolina;
Humanities Council, Flagstar,
MIFLC, and The Vending Machine
Fund of Clemson University.
On other International notes,
the 43rd Annual Mountain
Interstate Foreign Language
Conference (MICFLC) will be
holding various programs from
different cultures including
French, Spanish, German, and
Italian presentations. MIFLC
brings together nearly 400
national and international experts
in languages, culture, and
literature.
Some of the special events
planned for this conference
include Twentieth Century
Spanish Theater, Poetry and
Performance Poetry, and
Readings from various authors.
For a more complete and
detailed listing of the 111 events
going on this weekend, students
should contact Sixto E. Torres at
656-4484.
All the cultural events of
Hispanic Week and MIFLC are
free to Clemson students.

Theatre's parking problems result in towings
by Richard ]. O'Malley
staff writer

hired spotters to watch for cars
parking and people going to the
movies. The spotters then call for
Recently, the ASTRO Cinema them to be towed. Jones has
in Clemson contacted The Tiger complained that the towing
in order to address a continuing company doesn't even give ample
parking problem at their time for the people to move their
establishment.
car.
Since the theater changed their
The cost of a tow from College
prices to the increasingly popular Mall is $75, and will continue
99 cent movie ticket, the business indefinitely seven days a week,
has been overwhelmed with according to a letter from Skelton.
patrons who inevitably have had
Also in the letter, Skelton
trouble parking and leaving the states, "Mr. Gunning, City
premises.
Planner, reviewed the zoning
This is where the problem has ordinance to determine the
arisen,
parking requirements for theaters
A lot of people have been* with the current zoning
parking in the College Place Mall, designation for the theater.
which is both easier to park in
He has informed me the theater
and exit from after a movie.
would require 148 parking spaces
This has left businesses in the to accommodate its current
mall with no available space for seating capacity- over 40 fewer
their patrons to park.
parking spaces than required by
Bill Jones, manager for the the zoning ordinance.
ASTRO theater states, "we want
Because of a loophole in the
to make every effort possible to zoning ordinance the theater is
tell the people not to park at the apparently able to get around the
mall."
parking requirements."
Jones conveyed that there are
Jones has stated that "I do not
signs at the entrances to the mall, wish to be in bad terms with Mr.
inside the theater and Skelton, all I want is to get the
announcements are made before word out to students that they
each movie, explaining exactly are not suppose to park in the
where people should not park.
College Place Mall, so their 99
The president of Corporation cents movie doesn't turn into a
of Clemson, Inc., Br. Skelton, who $76 movie."
owns the College Place Mall on
Though as stated in Skelton's
Colloege Ave., has agreed to a letter, "we can satisfy the
contract with VSI corporation for obligations to our tenants by
towing.
towing, but this merely shifts the
Skelton has explained, "he problem to other business/
does not set the towing fees and residential locations unless the
is not responsible for cars towed, theater takes action to resolve its
he only hired the company."
parking problem, so it can
The towing company also has accommodate its patrons."

Liese Snode/staff photographer

Although the Astro Theatre has very enticing movie ticket prices, parking
problems have caused increasing tension with the business' neighbors.
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RHA
gives
Third book fair a success
students a chance
to be heard
by Linsey Wisdom
staff writer

Liese Snode/staff photographer

Natosha Page browses through the samples at the Cooper Library book fair.
fry lames McLean
staff writer
To raise money for new books
the library staff sponsered its
third book fair. The sale, which
was Oct. 1., raised $5,650 in net
profits this year.
"With the experence gained
from the previous book fairs this
one was the best organized and
most efficently run.'' said Steve
Johnson, Asst. Acquisitions
Librarian.
This allowed the sale to gross
$1,250 more this year compared
to last year.

One of the major contributting
factors for the increase in money
is that this year people were
allowed to priview the books an
hour before the sale started. This
was also the first year no sales tax
was charged on purchases, due
to the fact that the sale was
organized by a nonprofit
ogranization.
The library staff would like to
thank the overwhelming response
from the fraternities and sororities
who volunteered with the sale.
"With the growth in the size of
the book fair we outgrew the
resources of the library staff. The

participation of the fraternites and
sororities was absolutely essential
to the sucess of the sale," said
Johnson.
The library staff would also
like to thank the Clemson
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship,
Clemson University Bookstore,
Eleanor's Flowers and Balloons
and First Baptist Church of
Clemson for their contibutions to
the bookfair.
The library plans to have
another bookfair next year. Betty
Cook asks,"If someone has an
item for future bookfairs, please
call Steve Johnson at 656-5175."

You know the deal, you get
here on the third Sunday in
August and are faced with a
residence hall or apartment that
is full of people and activities.
If you want to get invovled in
an activity with serious and social
issues, then RHC might just be
for you.
Every Monday evening
members of the Residence Hall
Councils (RHC) meet as a
representative group of the
residents on the Clemson
campus.
This group, the Residence
Hall Association (RHA) discusses
and plans different programs
and activities around campus.
Through RHA the students
at Clemson can voice their
questions, concerns, and ideas
about housing and community
living in general.
RHA holds many projects to
benefit the students on campus.
For example, at the beginning of
the semester, RHA helped
sponsor the linen and carpet
sales.
In October, a Halloween
Carnival and Halloween
Masquerade will be sponsored
by RHA.
The Halloween Carnival is a
community service that will
provide a safe Halloween in the

Clemson community. Halls can
decorate and allow kids to come
trick-or-treating in the dorms.
The Masquerade is an annual
costume party that is a campus
wide event.
If you are interested in
getting involved with either of
these projects, contact the
programming office at 6561060.
Another program being
sponsored by RHA is an energy
conservation
and
environmental awareness
project.
Each resident area will
compete against one another
to try and lower the overall
energy use on campus. More
information will be provided in
the following weeks.
On October 9, their will be a
car wash at the Quincy's in
Anderson. The car wash will
run from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
It is being sponsored by the
National Residence Honorary
(NRHH). Stop by and lend your
support.
Other ideas coming up are a
Thanksgiving food drive and
various other programs around
campus.
If you are interested in
getting involved with any of
these programs or have any
ideas, contact your RHC or talk
to your RA about what you can
do to get involved.

And you thought rock'n'roll
was the only thing a CD player
could add toyour room.
Bring your papers, projects and presentations to
life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
of type fonts—all available on CD-ROM.

Interactive programs on CD-ROM
cover every subject from politics to physiology.
And they incorporate sound, animation, music
and video clips. So ordinary topics become
more exciting, involving and relevant.

You still want rock 'n roll? Plug in a pair of
self-powered speakers and the CD-ROM dm v
plays audio CDs too -soyou can work away.
while listening to your favorite music.

Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able to
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and
extensive databases-all with the click of a mouse.

Buy the Macintosh Centris 610 now.
- and you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift
pack: two dues that include an electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive
rock videos, music for your audio CD
player and more (worth $327').

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to the desktop. Which is why, soon,
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one, and you're making an
investment that will last you well into the future.
Apple Macintosh Centris™ 610
8/230 with CD-ROM, Macintosh Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II.

Macintosh Promo
CD gift pack. FREE.

$2351
CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your fingertips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy
the Macintosh Centris™ 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive

our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
there, ask about financing with the Apple' Computer Loan! And
discover the power of Macintosh: The power to be your best?

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
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Opinion
Editorial
Plans for destruction
of Botanical Gardens
unacceptable
Clemson University has once again decided to throw caution
to the wind and act alone on an issue which is of high concern
to students, faculty, and the
entire Clemson
community.
The CU administration, in conjunction with
the State Highway Department, has decided to move
Perimeter Road .
so that it runs
directly
through the
Gardens. This
road would supposedly cut down on the number of accidents and the amount
of congestion at the intersections of Highways 76 and 93 and
Perimeter Road.
For those of you who don't know, the Clemson University
Botanical Gardens are oases of lush greenery and relative
peace on Perimeter Road near the Fire Department and
Highway 76. The Botanical Gardens draw visitors from all over
the county and state who come to Clemson University to see the
flowers and plants there in various stages of growth throughout the year. Clemson students and faculty frequent the
Gardens when they want a quiet place to think, eat, or be alone
with that "special someone." The Botanical Gardens are in
integral part of Clemson University, and almost every CU
graduate must have at least one memory involving them.
Running the new road through the Gardens will harm Clemson
University in many ways.
First of all, a big part of Clemson's appeal is its natural, rural
setting. Many out-of-state students are drawn to the University
by the mountains, forests, and gardens in the area. The
Botanical Gardens are some of the most beautiful places on
campus, especially now that cranes and structural skeletons
line the horizon instead of tall trees and completed buildings.
Another reason why Clemson University should oppose the
Gardens being destroyed is that the educational opportunities
for Clemson students in the Gardens will be removed with the
Gardens themselves. Many University departments such as
Agriculture and Ecology use the Botanical Gardens as field
research centers for their classes. The golf course which the
University is planning to build near the Gardens will not be able
to replace the experience of working in a garden whose sole
purpose is creating beauty for the enjoyment of the general
public.
With all of the bright and creative engineering, planning,
and development students and professors at Clemson, we
should be able to come up with an alternative to destroying the
Botanical Gardens. Perhaps traffic lights or a different renovation plan in a different location could be worked out.
Everyone who is concerned with the fate of the Botanical
Gardens should contact Mr. Gerald Vander May in the Campus
Master Planning Office and tell him how you feel about the
potential loss of this precious campus resource. His office is
located in 338 University Square, and his phone number is 6562010. If nothing is done about this abuse of administrative
power, the Gardens will go the way of Clemson's athletic
tradition without so much as a whisper of protest- and THAT
would be a true tragedy.

OUR POSITION:
Putting a highway
through the Gardens would be
detrimental to
CU's interests.

The lead editorial is written by the editorial
editor. The opinions expressed in Tiger
editorials represent the majority view based
upon weekly meetings of the Tiger editorial
board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual
view of any particular member of the
editorial board.

MTV cartoon contributes to
moral decline in America
We've all seen them in one
place or another.
They are everywhere, on MTV,
on clothes, on posters. They've
even been on the opinion pages
of The Tiger. Beavis and
Butthead have started to dominate our lives.
Everywhere I go someone is
yelling, "Fire! Fire!" When the
pyromaniacs aren't uttering their
fantasies, then someone is stuttering, "Uh... uh... heh... heh...
that's cool."
Would someone please tell me
what is the fascination with these
two idiots? I hate to admit that I
have laughed at them just as
much as anyone, but enough is
enough. Old Beev. and his hind
kick have become quite irritating.
I just can't seem to find my
way free of them. I walk into The
Tiger office and I hear staff members doing impersonations of
them. When I go home, they're
polluting my television. In the
malls, posters of them graffiti the
walls of every other store. When
will it end?
Quite a few cartoon character
fads like The Simpsons and Ren
& Stimpy have lived and died in
the last couple of years. Neither

of these however, have been
nearly as annoying nor remotely
as dangerous as Beavis and
Butthead
have
proven to be.
We wonder why|

Jason Balser 1
editor-in-chief
crime has gone up in this country
so drastically. Teachers speculate why education has dropped
so rapidly.
The government ponders why
American students do so poorly
when compared to students in
other countries. Have any of these
people tuned into Beavis and
Butthead on MTV lately?
How can American students
hope to compete with foreign
students or to gain a decent education with role models like
Beavis and Butthead?
Is it any wonder that the crime
rate in this country is skyrocketing when posters of Beavis and
Butthead are pictured splitting
open each other's skulls with
baseball bats?
These two are not solely to
blame for the downfall of American standards, but they along
with other entertainment like

them are to blame.
As college students we leisurely sit and laugh at them and
repeat their stupid sayings. But
what impact does that thoughtless leisure have on our society?
As our younger brothers and sisters and just younger people in
general see us do these things,
they aspire to be like us and
effectively like Beavis and
Butthead.
The opening credits to the
Beavis and Butthead show state
that they are stupid, rude and
sexist not to mention a long list
of other vulgar descriptions. How
can we laugh at these characteristics? If we do laugh at these two
disrespectful boys, we cannot
show surprise or horror when we
hear of rapes, child murderers or
racist actions. If we do then we
are simultaneously condemning
what we claim to enjoy.
I enjoy a hearty laugh as
much as anyone, but the time
is here to move on to better,
funnier and safer entertainment. Even if they weren't
morally degrading and socially
offensive, they would still be
unspeakably annoying.
Beavis and Butthead, huh...
huh... YOU SUCK!
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Letters to the Editor
Band member refutes ex-member's commentary
To the editor:
When an organization that I
am a proud member of is slanderously dragged through the mud,
I find no choice but to respond. I
am of course, referring to the
commentary in last week's Tiger
titled "Tiger Band attempting to
restrict freedom." This so-called
piece of journalism is nothing
more than a tilted pack of lies
filled with misinformation and
misleading innuendo. Clator
Butler's argument that his freedom to wear a cross on the outside of his uniform is protected by
the constitution is absolutely ludicrous. If Mr. Butler had taken
the time to research this argument, he would found something
very interesting in the ninth
amendment of the constitution.
The ninth amendment says, "The
enumeration in the constitution,
of certain rights, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people."
What exactly does this mean?
This means that no one can sacri-

fice the rights of good of the
people for their own purposes.
Tiger Band is a volunteer organization. The people involved aren't
in it for what they can get out of
it, most are involved because they
love music or, because it is a truly
enjoyable organization to be involved with. However, even
though it is a volunteer organization, it does have its own strict
policies and guidelines,. One of
these says that no one, let me
repeat no one will wear anything
on the outside of their uniform
that is not part of that uniform.
• According to Mr. Butler, these
rules do not apply to him. The
fact is, every time he put his cross
on over his uniform, he was knowingly violating Tiger Band policy.
According to Mr.. Butler's twisted
logic, anyone should be able to
wear anything they want outside
of their uniform. So in other
words, if I am a Branch Davidian,
then I can wear a fire extinguisher
outside of my uniform. Don't get
me wrong, I am not making light

of Mr. Butler's religious preference or how he chooses to express it, I am trying to shed light
on the absolutely ridiculous arguments made by Mr. Butler. If
everyone were to wear something
outside their uniform, imagine
how it would look. It would not
be a "100 yard sea of orange" as
Mr. Butler says, it would be a 100
yard sea of orange, brown, gold
and practically every color under
the rainbow.Come on, Clator,
think about it; part of a marching
band is that everyone looks the
same. That is why we wear uniforms in the first place. If everyone looks alike, then the fans can
concentrate on us as a whole and
not on what we are wearing. This
incident basically comes down to
one thing. Mr. Butler did not get
his own way so he quit and then
wrote a malicious article about
the organization. I have one piece
of advice: Grow up, Clator! You
are not going to always get your
own way, you have to make compromises sometimes. It's called

life, look into it. If this is your
response to every time you don't
get your own way, you are going
to be doing a lot of quitting and a
lot of writing.
Michael H. Walzak
Tiger Band member

Professor sees
endangered
educational
principle
To the editor:
I was disturbed by your article
in last week's Tiger citing the
controversy surrounding Professor Woodard's teaching of "Renewing American Civilization."
What was disturbing was not any
criticism of an over-reliance on
films; that's just bad pedagogy.
What is more to the point is the
political criticism of the course. It
is indeed difficult to imagine a

course "taught" by Newt Gingrich
that would possess any intellectual merit. It is also certain that
the course, if taught as described,
is shamelessly propagandistic. All
of that, however, is irrelevant.
Academic freedom, if it is to mean
anything at all, must imply that
professors get to teach their
courses without toeing a political
line. Now Professor Woodard
defends his course by claiming
that the university has a liberal
slant. To ridicule such a claim
would be redundant. Clemson's
Faculty Senate just rejected a
resolution that would add an inclusive equal protection clause to
the Faculty Manual. A faculty like
that cannot be called "liberal," no
matter how thin one stretches the
term. Nevertheless, it is not Professor Woodard's responsibility
to maintain intellectual diversity
at Clemson. That responsibility
lies with the administration , and
at all levels, from hiring to program. To require of Professor
see PRINCIPLE, page 6A

Faulkner's attendance at The Citadel
would break the "tradition"
I have recently been seeing
a young man from the Citadel
who is a senior at this "traditional" military establishment.
We get along for the most
part; however, the only fight I
ever try to pick with him concerns the current topic of the
Shannon Faulkner case.
Actually, he will only "discuss" this issue with me; apparently it makes him a bit
irate that a female should dare
attempt to pursue an education at the beloved Citadel.
Although I do enjoy chiding him about this topic and
interject all of the arguments
about why she should be able
to go there because of the
Constitution and the many
discrimination laws, I have to
admit that I am really getting
sick of this mess.
I have never felt that Shan-

non Faulkner should attend Faulkner. Once she was adThe Citadel. For one, I am mitted, the tradition would be
from South Carolina and have broken.
I am very fond of this tradibeen exposed to affairs at The
Citadel for all of my 20 (almost 21) years. And I have to
admit, this school does have
its rather distiguishable as- Amanda
pects as an all male establish- Heaton
ment that has lasted for over
news editor
150 years.
I can't understand why
Faulkner would want to at- tion and feel that a female at
tend and actually join the this school would end someCorps of Cadets other than to thing that was considered one
make a statement for women's of the highest privileges 150
years ago.
rights and liberation.
There is a lot more than an
Does she really believe that
she will be accepted as just education to be taken into
another "knob" if she attends account here; there are certhis school? God, I hope not. tain aspects in the lifestyles
Knobs have it bad enough of the cadets that guys from
and they're male; I can't imag- all over the country strive to
ine the resenment that would be a part of. Faulkner just
accompany the treatment of wouldn't fit in-ever.

I think she applied to The
Citadel just to make a point.
And although her point can
be argued very effectively from
legal standpoints, I do not
believe that she honestly
wants to be a part of The
Citadel lifestyle.
She submitted to gaining
her education at a different
establishment, so a Citadel
education must not be the only
one for her.
She didn't join another military establishment, so she must
not be too gung-ho on the military lifestyle- maybe she never
really wanted to subscribe to the
lifestyle in the first place.
Another thing that always
comes to my mind is the plain
fact that The Citadel has been
established for over 150 years.
I would hope that after all
this time they would have an-

ticipated this kind of
occurence to happen at one
point or another.
From this anticipation they
have pretty much displayed
their knowledge and power in
the issues of litigation that
are surrounding this case. So
Shannon Faulkner takes The
Citadel to the Supreme CourtI hardly doubt that The Citadel is not going to be prepared.
Shannon Faulkner will get
a education, but it looks like
right now it won't be at The
Citadel.
And the money she is going
to have to use to put herself
through this litigation would
most likely put her through a
private school and leave her
with plenty of pocket change
to spend in any Army-Navy
store.

Speaking Out
Question: What problems have you had with the shuttle buses?

Tushar Phondge
Indusu Engineering
graduate student
THe timings are not
correct.

Hays
, Education
junior
Sometimes they are
too far apart, but I
know tifieji can't help
it.

Jerome Goodman
Chem. Engineering
sophomore
They refuse to stop
for you unless you
are at a stop, even
in the rain.

Stephanie Addison / staff photographer
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jay Marcoux
Microbiology
junior
The crowds sucld
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Sense of
humor
continued from page 5A
Another point in the letter was
that the Greek system is "a melting
potof all different types of people"
(i.e. rich Yankees at a Southern
school). They may be a slew of
different people coming in, but
going out, they all talk, dress, and
act the same.
One of the more pathetic points
of the letter was that Greeks are
"for the most part, .the leaders on
this campus," supposedly
disproving the "dumb" image of
Greeks. Well you obviously don't
have to be real smart to get elected,
just have a large enough
organized voting pool (of Greeks)
to back you up. Like it or not,
Greeks are a minority on this
campus (less than 30 percent of
the student body), yet as the letter
pointed out, student government
is comprised primarily of Greeks.
I always make it a point to vote
for whichever non-Greek is
running, but it makes no
difference since hardly a fifth of
the campus votes anyway. So a
couple of Greek organizations
backing up a nominee easily
produces more voters than any
non-G.reek's campaigning could
put together.
I lived with a Greek for a
semester, and he even had a
pledge do something for me once.
The Panhellinics claim it is
"strictly forbidden." Looks like
you girls have some investigating
to do.
One of the more comical points
of the;^tetter fs* Greek
organizations "enrich the college

experience
through
"philanthropy and community
service," as well as provide
unity and friendship. Give me
a break. How many frat guys
do you know joined up to help
the elderly or pick up trash
off the road? If you want to be
philanthropic and be part of a
brotherhood, join the Boy
Scouts.
The
last
and
most
ridiculous point the letter
made was how the horoscopes
"downgrade men and women
in general." I could see how it
might offend an "upstanding"
Greek, but to me, a GDI (by
choice), I found only humor.
As a matter of fact, most of
the Greek men I overhear are
bragging about all of the
things the horoscope depicted,
so I don't see how they could
have been offended.
I have a suggestion for a
new horoscope: engineers.
Now there is a group easily
stereo-typed, I should know
since I am one. I can find
plenty of humor within my
discipline, and would not be
offended at all.
Stephen Middlekauff
Engineering GDI

Lambda
society
president
speaks out
To the editor.
I have to agree with Mr.
Mendoza on his views of

Clemson as an apathetic place.
It's difficult in a school more
renowned
for
group
conformity than individual
thinking to be true to oneself
and ideals. As a former S.E.A.
(Students for Environmental
Awareness) president and
current Lambda Society (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual student
group) president I have seen
how this apathy manifests
itself. Apathy coupled with
fear of this campus' far right
tendencies keep the majority
of the-1500 gay and lesbian
students from becoming
involved. Yet, there is a group
that would offer them peer
support.and acceptance, the
Lambda Society. I firmly
believe that you can't accept
the
responsibilities
of
adulthood,without
first
accepting yourself.
This
coming Oct. 11th is National
Coming Out Day. To provide
more information on this a
booth will be set up in front of
the Student Union Loggia on
the 11th. Coming out is in
many ways easier than most
people think. I hope that
Clemson students will use this
opportunity to begin their
acceptance process. It is true
that life is no spectator sport.
Awareness and involvement
are hallmarks of a good
American citizen. But, before
you become involved with
broader concerns you need to
become involved in your own
self
awareness
and
acceptance.
There are
organizations out there that
can help. Let them.

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH/DINNER BUFFET

GOLDEN DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Clemson University
Hwy76
(From Anderson,
Take 93 N.
Exit-Ccnlral)
(From Seneca,
Take 93
Exit-Central)

Golden
Dragon

Clemson
Suites
From Greenville,
Take 93
Exit-Clemson

BUFFET (for dine in only)- Lunch $4.95 Dinner

Featuring:
Soups, Appetizers, Lo Mcin, Fried Rice,
Sweet and Sour Chicken, Pepper Steak,
2
Cantonese Boneless Chicken, and More.
LUNCH
Ole
Sun.-Thurs.
(11:30AM-2:00PM)
DINNER
Sun.-Thurs.
(5:OOPM-9:30PM)
Bi-Lo
Fri.-Sat.
(5:00PM-10:00PM)
Central
f
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654-1551 - Dine-In or Carry Out Available

Scott.G. Chappell
Lambda Society Pres.
.no

.C

WALHALLA MOTEL
Air Condition • Electric Heat
Color Cable T.V. • Direct Dial Phones

638 - 2585
Restaurants nearby 15 minutes from Clemson
901 E. Main St. Walhalla, S.C. 29691
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Not even your local
diet center offers reductions
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like this.

Apple Macintosh
Color Classic"14180, Built-in 10"
Color Monitor 6 Apple Keyboard U.

$1017

Apple Macintosh
LCUI4180, Apple Basic Color
Monitor & Apple Keyboard 11.

$1333

Right now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh'
personal computers. You can also get special student financing with
the Apple8 Computer Loan - to make owning a Mac" even easier. To

Apple Power Book™ 145B 4/80,
Built-in Keyboard & 10" Backlit
Super Twist Monochrome Display.

Apple Macintosh Cenlris1'
610 4/80, Apple Basic Color Monitor
& Apple Extended Keyboard II.

$1363

$1587

see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best!

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
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Tjger Fact

Cross country teams win, page 4B

_ ACC week in review,
page 2B

The Lady Tigers' volleyball
team is currently 13th in the
NCAA South Region poll.
This marks the first time in
CU volleyball history that the
Lady Tigers have made an
apperance in the NCAA polls.

Page IB

What's Inside
Pros and cons of
Jordan's retirement, page
3B
Lady Tiger volleyball
action, page 6B
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Baseball Tigers hold off late Tack rally
hardware
This was going to be another football column. Not about what the Tigers or Hatfield did wrong on Saturday (which was nothing), but about
the two fools who flew their thoughts
of Clemson football over the game.
But since I was 10-0 in The Tiger
picks last week and predicted the
Major League post-season teams (Atlanta, Philadelphia, Toronto and Chicago), the boss (Lou) has asked me to
make the annual picks for baseball's
biggest awards. Besides, he wants to
write about those fools next week.
Before I do so, let me say that I
don't want to hear any of you Giants
fans crying and whining. Your manager, Dusty Baker, lost Sunday's game
for you and the city of San
Francisco. His decision to start <
rookie pitcher Solomon I
Torres was a farce. His plans ^

Rob Graham
asst. sports editor

is'll

were to start staff ace Bill Swift in
the playoff game against the Braves
on Monday, but he forgot one thing.
He still needed to beat the Dodgers
on Sunday to get to that playoff
game. Why not start Swift on Sunday and John Burkett on Monday?
Why do you think Atlanta manager Bobby Cox started Tom Glavine
on two days rest?
American League MVP: There's
no question that Frank Thomas of
the Chicago White Sox is the winner. He ended the year second in
RBIs (128), third in slugging (.607),
third in home runs (41) and sixth in
hitting (.317). The Big Hurt also
became only the 10th player ever to
hit over 40 homers in season while
pocketing twice as many walks as
strikeouts. He also became the fifth
player ever to hit .300, belt 20 home
runs and finish with 100 RBIs, 100
walks and 100 runs scored in three
consecutive seasons. Down the
stretch, he was the reason for
Chicago's American League West
title.
National League MVP: This was
a tough call. I must admit, my vote
was going to Philadelphia's
centerfielder, Lenny Dykstra. It was
hard overlooking his .305 batting
average, 44 doubles, league-leading
143 runs and 194 hits. But Barry
Bonds of the San Francisco Giants,
sold me with his two home runs and
seven RBIs in last Friday's game
against the Dodgers. He was the
reason for the Giants building a 10game lead on the Braves in late July.
Bonds ended his season finishing
first in the league in homers (46),
RBIs (123), total bases (365) and the
highest slugging percentage (.677)
since Stan Musial's .702 in 1948. He
was second in runs (129) and walks
(126) and finished fourth in hitting
f

see AWARDS, page 8B

Tyrone Walker/acting ad manager

The Tiger defense packages up an N. C. State receiver.
by Geoff Wilson
managing editor
On a gorgeous fall Saturday afternoon
perfect for football, the atmosphere at
Death Valley became as electric as it has
been in the '90s. Fans cheered, players
executed plays to perfection and the Tiger
football team dominated a good opponent.
Then came the fourth quarter.
Clemson led N.C. State 20-0 going into
the final 15 minutes, thanks to stellar play
on both sides of the ball. After battling
through the first quarter scoreless, the
Tigers still had the emotional momentum,
and they capitalized on a third and seven

from the State 43, when Patrick Sapp
found wideout Marcus Hinton wide open
at the N.C. State 26. Hinton caught the
pass and outran 'Pack strong safety Ricky
Bell to the right corner of the end zone,
diving for the orange pylon and barely
sticking the ball over the plane. After the
point-after, the Tigers led 7-0.
In the middle of the second quarter,
Tiger linebacker Tim Jones intercepted a
pass and returned it 23 yards to the CU 47.
Six plays later, freshman fullback Chris
Franklin rambled in from 14 yards out on
only the second carry of his collegiate
career (the other, one was on the play
before), and the Tigers led 14-0.

After State went three plays and out,
CU drove down to the 'Pack 26 before
backtracking to the 30. From 47 yards out,
Nelson Welch, who had been in a minislump, connected for three points. Midway
through the third quarter, he booted another field goal, this one from 24 yards out,
to give Clemson a 20-0 lead. The Tigers
were completely in control of the game.
There was no reason to suspect the
fourth quarter would be different. The CU
defense held the Wolfpack to only three
third down conversions in 11 attempts,
and when N.C. State failed to convert on
yet another third down in the first three
minutes of the final period, the game was
all but over.
However, the 'Pack went for fourth and
seven at the Clemson 33. Quarterback
Geoff Bender tried to fire a pass to tailback
Gary Downs, and the pass was incomplete.
However, CU linebacker Darnell Stephens
was called for pass interference, giving
State an automatic first down. Four plays
later, Downs scored from one yard back,
and the extra point made the score 20-7.
The Tigers answered with one of the
most clutch drives of the year. Sapp hit
tight end Stephon Wynn for 11 yards.
Tailback Derrick Witherspoon ran off tackle
for a yard. Sapp executed the option perfectly for 12 yards. Fullback Emory Smith
gained three up the middle. Witherspoon
for another three; third and four from the
N.C. State 40. When the 'Pack came on a
blitz, Sapp found Witherspoon open behind the secondary and delivered a perfect
lob. By the time a State defender could
see CU, page 4B

Tigers shocked by WisconsinGreen Bay rebound against GSU
by Lou Potenza
sports editor
Clemson's Jimmy Glenn and Miles Joseph both scored two goals in leading the
Tigers to a 4-1 win over 22nd ranked
Princeton last Friday in the first round of
the 19th annual Clemson Invitational.
The Tigers' Wolde Harris had two assists in the game, but he did not score a
goal. This ended a nine-match goal-scoring
streak. He needed to score in the game in
order to tie the school record.
Glenn, scored first for the Tigers. Harris
sent a pass from the right sideline to the far
post to an awaiting Glenn. Glenn scored
from two yards out on the left side.
Clemson then took a 2-0 lead at the
23:42 mark. Harris sent a pass from the
middle to the right side. Joseph took a shot
from 12 yards out to the left wall of the net.
Princeton cut the lead to a single goal
at the 35:18 point into the game. Mike
Busch sent a pass from the right endline to
Jacob Dowden at the far post. Dowden
scored on a two-yard shot into the left
corner of the net.
Joseph scored his second goal after a
flury in front of the net. His shot came from
six yards out from the right to the left
corner of the goal.

Erik Martin/interim head photographer

Wolde Harris, the nation's leading goal scorer with 20, leads the
Tigers' attack against Georgia Southern Wednesday night.
To finish off the scoring for the Tigers,
Danny Care sent a pass from the right
center creating a one-on-one situation with
Glenn and Princeton's goalkeeper Rob
Pawloski. Glenn went around Pawloski on

the right side for the easy score.
The victory improved Clemson's record
to 8-1-1 heading into the final game of the
Invitational with Wisconsin-Green Bay.
see TIGERS, page 5B
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Blue Devils look to be easy prey for Tigers
by Rob Graham
assistant sports editor
The Duke Blue Devils have
not exactly had the picture-perfect start to their '93 football
season. In fact, you can expect
their 1-4 (0-2 ACC) start to be
characteristic of the rest of their
'93 campaign for a winning season.
How bad has it been for Duke?
Just look back to their .35-0
loss to Virginia. The Devils drove
to the Cavalier 44 when they
were called for holding, then clipping, then unsportsmanlike conduct. Then UVA sacked quarterback Spence Fischer on fourthand-63.
But what about tomorrow's
game against the Clemson Tigers?
The Tigers are coming off a 2014 victory over N. C. State and
the Blue Devils are recovering
after a 52-19 spanking by Heisman
candidate Heath Schuler and the
Tennessee Volunteers.
The last time CU visited
Wallace Wade Stadium was in
1989 and that's the last time the
Devils have knocked off the Tigers.
But Duke is struggling this
year. Three of the five teams they
have played this season are ranked
in the top 20 and those teams
have picked the Devil defense to
pieces.
The two other teams, Rutgers
and Army, have been the only
teams they could handle and even
Rutgers capitalized on their poor
defensive play for a 39-38 win.
Fischer has been the only
bright spot so far for the Devils.
He has completed 56.4% (93 for
165) of his passes and averages
210 yards per game.
Fischer's one weakness is he
is prone to throwing interceptions (five touchdowns and nine

_____
file photo

Richard Moncrief is stopped after a short gain during last year's Duke game.
interceptions). His go-to receivers have been Brad Breedlove,
who has caught 15 passes for 239
yards and a touchdown and Dan
Clark, who has grabbed 17 passes
for 200 yards and a touchdown.
The Blue Devils' running game
has been atrocious. In five games,
they have mustered only 391 yards

on 136 attempts. For the mathematicians out there, that's only
78.2 yards per game on the
ground.
Junior, tailback, David
Lowman has done most of the
running this year. He's rushed
for 241 yards and two touchdowns.

Looking closely at the Devils'
season, the lack of offense can't
be the main reason for the poor
record. It's the defense.
Duke's opponents are averaging almost 39 points a game.
Defending against the run has
been almost impossible for the
Devils. Opponents have racked

up 1,185 total yards and 62 first
downs by way of the ground attack. With the Tigers rejuvenated
running game, these statistics
don't bode well for Devil fans.
The pass defense has also been
non-existent. Although the Devils
have passed for more yards than
their opponents, due mainly to
their need to play catch-up, their
secondary has yielded 1,132 yards.
Another stomach-turning statistic that the Devil coaching staff
has to digest is that opponents
have outscored them 131-36 in
the first half.
But the Devils are hosting a
Tiger team that seems to have
recovered after its 57-0 loss to
Florida State.
The Tigers have come together
with two straight wins that could
have gone the other way, but the
defense has responded.
After a lackluster effort the
first two games by the Tiger running game, senior Derrick
Witherspoon has filled in nicely
for the injured Rodney Blunt and
gained 180 yards in the last two
games.
CU has also received backfield
help from freshmen Milt Shaw
and Chris Franklin, and senior
Greg Hood. Sophomore quarterback, Patrick Sapp, also rushed
for 65 yards last week against N.
C. State.
If the Tigers' running game is
on, Duke will be in trouble. Their
defense has not been able to stop
the run and their is no reason
that it will be able to stop the
Tigers' much-improved ground
attack.
Duke has the potential to play
the Tigers down to the wire, because of its passing game and the
Tigers' inconsistent secondary,
and that's exactly where coach
Barry Wilson will look for to get
the Blue Devils a win tomorrow.
Something Duke really needs.

FSU wrecks Tech; Nittany Lions scrape Terps
by Edan Ballantine
assistant sports editor
Florida State 51
Georgia Tech 0
The Florida State Seminoles
continued to demolish opponents
as they handed Georgia Tech (13)their worse shutout loss since
1907.
Top-ranked FSU (5-0) ran up
582 yards of total offense, including 258 by Heisman-favorite
Charlie Ward. Ward, who was 2128 for 222 yards and four touchdowns, also ran for 36 yards.
In comparison, Tech's Donnie
Davis was 8-16 passing for 45
yards and ran for five more before leaving with blurred vision.
Florida State has now
outscored its opponents 195-14
this season. The Seminoles face
their nemesis this week as No. 3
Miami rolls into Tallahassee hoping to knock off FSU.
North Carolina 45
UTEP 39
Bracey Walker's 36-yard
fumble return set up North
Carolina's go-ahead score late in
the third quarter as the 16thranked Tar Heels escaped with a
victory over Texas-El Paso, a 38point underdog.
Leon Johnson scored on runs
of 2,1, 9 and 15 yards, becoming

ACC STANDINGS
Conf. Overall
W-L-T W-L-T
Florida State
4-0
5-0
Virginia
4-0
5-0
North Carolina
3-1
5-1
Clemson
3-1
2=L
N.C State
1-2
2-2
Wake Forest
0-1
1-3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Georgia Tech
8. Duke
9. Maryland

Saturday's scores

0-3

1-3

beat Ga. Tech 51-0
beat Ohio 41-7
beat UTEP 45-39
beat N.C State 20-14
lost to Clemson 20-14
idle
lost to FSU 51-0

0-3
0-4

1-4
0-5

lost to Tennessee 52-19
lost to Penn State 70-7

the first freshman in school history to score four touchdowns in
a game.
The Tar Heels(5-1) are off to
their best start since going 7-0 in
1983.
The Miners (1-4), who lost 520 last week at Hawaii and were
playing with numerous injuries
on defense, led by as many as 14
points in the opening half.
Shawn Gray fumbled four plays
after entering the game, and
Walker picked up the ball and
.raced down the left sideline to the
UTEP 47.
Six plays later, Jason Stanicek
hit Curtis Johnson with a 7-yard
scoring pass as the Tar Heels
took their first lead at 28-24 with
29 seconds left in the third quarter.

Virginia 41
Ohio 7
Virginia's Symmion Willis
threw for 212 yards and four
touchdowns in the first half.
Virginia wound up with a
school-record six scoring passes
in moving to its second consecutive 5-0 start and third in four
years.
The Bobcats (0-5) lost their
14th in a row, the longest current
string in Division 1-A.
Ohio trailed 28-0 after a first
half in which it was held to 97
yards and got no closer than the
Virginia 38.
The Bobcats' lone highlight
came late in the third quarter,
when they scored their fourth
touchdown of the season, a 1yard dive by quarterback Bubba

Next Game
Sat. vs. Miami
Oct. 16 at FSU
Sat, vs. Wake Forest
Sat, at Duke
Sat, at Texas Tech
Sat, at UNC
Sat, vs. Maryland
Sat. vs. Clemson
Sat. at Georgia Tech

Lichtenberg.
Penn St. 70
Maryland 7
KiJana Carter scored three of
Penn State's six first-half touchdowns, and the No. 9 Nittany
Lions shutdown Maryland's highpowered offense.
Penn State (5-0) built a 46-7
halftime lead and coasted to its
most lopsided victory in a onesided rivalry. The Lions are 35-11 against the Terrapins, whose
only victory came in 1961.
Penn State amassed 536 rushing yards on 56 attempts.
Carter finished with a career
high 159 yards on 13 carries,
scoring on runs of 63, 4 and 36
yards. Mike Archie carried 11
times for a career-best 120 yards

and a touchdown. The Terps face
Ga. Tech next weekend in hopes
for a win.
Tennessee 52
Duke 19
Heath Shuler threw for four
touchdowns, including one on
UT's first play from scrimmage,
as the No. 11 Vols won easily.
Tennessee (4-1) scored six of
the first eight times it had the
ball, including the first three to
build a 21-0 first-quarter lead,
and Duke (1-4) never recovered.
Shuler finished the day 16-18
for 226 yards with one interception. Charlie Garner added 129
yards rushing in 10 carries as f:he
Duke defense could do little to
hinder the Vol's offense.
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Jordan retires; should he stay or should he go?
by Edan Ballantine
assistant sports editor
I remember the first time I saw him
play. It was against Boston in the first
round of the '85 NBA playoffs, and rookieof-the-year Michael "Air" Jordan lit up
the Celtics for 63 points.
I remember thinking of him when I
bought by first pair of the original "Air"
Jordan Nike's-you know, the gaudy pair
ofmoonboots with red and black stripes
placed in various places.
I remember thinking of him when
playing pick-up basketball and pretending, "Jordan for three...."
I remember when you could say "Air
Jordan" and people would question,
"who?"
I remember the slam-dunks from the
foul line, the fiery brawls with the Detroit
Pistons and then the New York Knicks,
the Olympic Gold Medals, the Bugs Bunny
commercials,
the
"off
the
backboard..nothing but net" commercials and last, but not least, the "I want to
be like Mike" commercials because, of
course, everybody did want to be like
Michael Jordan.
In his career, Jordan was a nine-time
all-star, two-time Olympic Gold Medal
winner, seven-time scoring leader, threetime NBA champion, '88 defensive player
of the year, three-time MVP, two-time
slam-dunk champion, '82 NCAA champion, '85 rookie-of-the-year, perennial
member of the all-defensive team and the
only basketball player ever to hit a homerun out of Comiskey Park. Jordan scored
60 or more points seven times and 50 or
more points 34 times. As the all-time
leading scorer for the Chicago Bulls and
15th all-time scorer for the NBA, he

owned a 32-point scoring average over
his career, another NBA record. I remember all those things and will always remember them. Unfortunately, my memories of the greatest basketball player of
all-time will remain memories, as Jordan
announced his retirement from basketball on Wednesday.
MJ cut short his nine-year career after
"losing the zest for the game," as he
stated during a press conference Wednesday morning at the Bulls training camp.
At the conference were teammates,
friends, his wife and Bulls' chairman
Jerry Reinsdorf. Reinsdorf remarked,
"Somebody once said that Jordan was the
Babe Ruth of basketball. I think Babe
Ruth was the Michael Jordan of baseball."
Jordan, hero to millions, is now gone
from the professional ranks and, although
he left the door open to a possible return,
he will probably retire to the golf course
for his remaining days. So instead of
wondering if Jordan will return, we should
wonder why he left.
Lets face it: if anyone had reached
every possible pinnacle of their occupation, earned more money than they could
spend in three lifetimes and was hounded
by the media every time they went out for
a friendly evening of gambling, they would
retire as well. Compound those pressures with the brutal slaying of one's
father and confidante, and it is not hard
to see why Jordan reached his decision to
retire.
Michael Jordan is the best basketball
player in the history of the game. I'm glad
he retired when he could still carry that
title. I'll remember him, as will many
others, for it's not very likely that we'll
see another like him in our lifetime.

by Rob Graham
assistant sports editor
"Don't get me wrong," said Michael
Jordan as he announced his retirement
from the NBA and the Chicago Bulls,
Wednesday morning. "I love the game of
basketball. I just haven't found the desire
this year to continue my career. I have
nothing else to prove."
This statement is ludicrous. How can
the greatest NBA player ever to set foot on
the court say he loves the game and then
state he's lost the desire to play?
I've been an MJ fan ever since he wore
Carolina Blue, but I'm in total disagreement with his decision to retire. It's understandable that the guy wants to spend
some time with his family, especially after
the death of his father. But his announcement brings up a lot of questions in my
mind that lead to there being another side
to Michael Jordan that he has hidden
extremely well.
This announcement only proves to me
that he is in love with winning and only
winning and not the overall aspect of the
game itself. If Jordan was in love with the
game, why not continue his career? It's not
like his skills have abruptly disappeared.
He still would be the best player in the
league, if he continued playing for the
Bulls this season. But obviously he doesn't
want to continue his career and face not
winning another NBA title.
Just ask '92 Dream Team coach Chuck
Daly about Jordan's obsession with not
losing. During the team's month of practice, Daly and Jordan played golf when it
was possible. When Daly beat Jordan, MJ
insisted that they play another 18 holes.
Daly refused and the next day, Jordan was
at his door at the crack of dawn and
wouldn't leave until he opened the door
and agreed to play.

Look at the rest of sports' legends that
have called it quits this past year. Nolan
Ryan announced at the beginning of this
past season that he would retire. His love
for the game of baseball kept him going for
26 seasons. And there's George Brett, who
has played this season through excruciating pain and emotional frustration. But he
still finished his career with a base hit in
his final at-bat.
Let's look at this from a fan's perspective. Every true sports fan wants to see
his/her favorite player go out on a good
note. Granted Jordan won three straight
NBA titles, but why not a farewell season?
Why not dedicate his inevitable fourth
consecutive championship season to his
late father? Why not pursue the all-time
NBA leading scorer crown?
Leaving the NBA this way is just not fair
to Jordan's fans. It leaves them with negative thoughts about him. At least give
some kind of notice so that fans across the
world can savor his last games.
Larry Bird retired as one of the greatest
ever to play the game. He carried the torch
with Magic Johnson and although Magic's
retirement was even more of a shock than
Jordan's, it had to be. Both of those players
passed the role on to Jordan and fans
everywhere expected him to make the
NBA of the 90s resemble the NBA of the
80s with Magic and Bird. When he accomplished that, then the likes of Shaquille
O'Neal and Larry Johnson could take it
from there. But Jordan has decided to
retire now. I believe he's thinking Charles
Barkley can carry the torch from here, but
I think otherwise. If Charles doesn't win
this year, he's as gone as Jordan.
This decision isn't good for the NBA
and MJ has been entirely too hasty in his
decision-process. I only hope he doesn't
attempt a comeback, which would tarnish
his otherwise spotless career.
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HAPPY HOUR
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• Wings $1.99 a dozen
•"Bucket of Rocks"
Rolling Rock Ponies
6 for $5.00
• House Brand Liquors
$2 (That's 2 for $4)
NOW SERVING
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Miller Genuine Draft
Bottles $1.75
$1.50 Happy Hour
Budweiser Tall boys
$2.00

October 8 Simon Sez
October 12 Bacardi & Coke Night
October 13 Delia Nolte Night
October 14 & 15 Cravin Melon

Open at 9am before
every game!
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Later This Month:
Tinsley Ellis
Harambe
Wild Men From Borneo
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Our kitchen is now open every Sunday l-9pm
Featuring All You Can Eat Fried Chicken
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Call In & Take Out Orders Available
654-3656
As Always, TD's Asks That You Please Drink Responsibly!
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CU defeats
Tack, 20-14
continued from IB
catch him, Witherspoon had
reached the 6-yard line.
But a run for no gain by Milt
Shaw, a sack of Sapp and a fiveyard gain by Smith set up a fourth
down. Welch came in for a chipshot 25-yard field goal. He pulled
it wide left, and the Tiger lead was
still under two touchdowns.
Promptly, State reduced the
lead to just six. Three plays after
the missed field goal, Bender
avoided a CU blitz and hit Eddie
Goines on the left sideline. Goines
broke right, cut back left, faked
right again and sprinted to the
right corner of the end zone. All
told, Goines broke four tackles
for a 69-yard play to cut the 'Pack
deficit to six at 20-14.
On the kickoff, Andre
Humphrey fielded the ball at the
19 and weaved down the left
sideline for an apparent touchdown. However, official called a
clip at the N.C. State 45 against
the Tigers. The offense went three
plays and out, and State had the
ball back with 4:33 remaining.
Bender put the offense to work.
Downs ran for nine. Fullback
Ledel George ran for 19. Bender
ran for six, and then was sacked
for a loss of one. On third and
five, he connected with Goines
for 11 and a first down. Then, a
pass to Downs for nine, followed
by two consecutive three-yard
gains by George.
On second and seven from the
CU 26, Bender found Robert
Hinton wide open inside the Tiger 5, but threw the pass just a bit
to far. Hinton caught it but
couldn't come down in bounds,
and it was third down.
Bender responded by hitting
Downs for 14 yards to the Clemson 12. State needed twelve more
yards in little less than a minute
to complete the miraculous comeback.
But on first down, Bender was
hit hard on an incomplete pass to
George. He had been sick the
entire drive, vomiting several
times in the huddle. After the hit,
he removed himself from the
game. If the comeback was to be
completed, backup Terry Harvey
would be the one to do it. After
two incompletions, State had
fourth down from the 12. Harvey
threw incomplete, but there was
a flag: the 'Pack had taken too
much time to get the play off, so
it was negated, giving them another opportunity from five yard
further out.
On the second fourth down,
Harvey threw into the middle of a
crowd at the goal line. Jones came
up big again, batting the ball in
the air; it fell harmlessly to the
ground. The Tigers had escaped.
"What a great collegiate game,"
said Tiger head coach Ken Hatfield. "This is the reason people
come to the stadium. Both teams
to day had a lot of character, they
fought hard, they were very physical, and both of them never gave
up."
State coach Mike O'Cain, who
quarterbacked at Clemson in the
mid-'70s, was heartbroken after
his homecoming.
"We dug ourselves a hole that
was a little too deep to get out of,"
said O'Cain. "I was very proud of
my team and the way that they
battled and hung in there at the
end." '
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Clemson runners Lady Tigers race
capture first at
to easy victory
App. State meet
by Billy Ebner
staff writer

by Billy Ebner
staff writer
The men's cross country
team, who had a score of 28,
came in first place and had three
men finish in the top three.
Appalachian State, who had
a score of 30, and Western Carolina, who had a score of 70,
came in second and third respectively.
Coach Bob Pollock said "we
were fortunate to come up with
a win. We didn't run up to our
potential. There has to be more
effort in our team. The team
needs to have a better performance and needs to be more
focused."
Kevin Hogan, a junior from
Moriches, N.Y., came in first
place overall out of 35 runners
and had a time of 24:22. Hogan's
time was the fourth best for that
course. Hogan said "I was happy
with my effort. Even though we
won the meet, we still need to
improve."
Mike Kauffman, a senior from
Scio, Ore., had a time of 24:55
and came in second place.
Kauffman said "I had a decent
race, but not a great race. As a
whole, the team needs to run
better. "
Cormac Smith, a freshman

from Dublin, Ireland, came in
third place and had a time of
25:15. Smith said "we didn't
run as well as we should have.
Our overall team performance
was down for the meet. I believe
that it's just a matter of progression as a team."
Along with these three runners are Derek Watters, Danny
Murphy, Brett Kirk, and Pat
Thompson. Derek Watters, a
freshman from Dublin, Ireland,
had a time of 26:02 and came in
tenth place, while Danny
Murphy, a sophomore from
Coram, N.Y., came in twelfth
place and had a time of 26:29.
Brett Kirk, a sophomore from
Massilon, Ohio, had a" time of
26:53 and came in fifteenth
place, while Pat Thompson, a
junior from Jacksonville, N.C,
came in sixteenth place and had
a time of 26:54.
On Saturday, October 17, the
men's cross country team are
going to the Penn State Invitational in College Park, Penn.
Some of the top teams they will
be face are Cornell, Georgetown,
Providence, and Villanova.
Coach Bob Pollock said "we
need to be ready to accept this
tremendous challenge. We need
to be ready to roll for this big
meet."

If you cannot participate in any other
Honors Program activities
don'tmiss our...

HONORS FALL CONVOCATION:
"Engineering and the Transformation
of American Life"
with
Dr. David Billing ton
Wednesday, October 27, 1993
STI Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.

The Lady Tigers' cross country team had five women finish in
the top six and was victorious at
the Appalachian State Invitational
this past weekend.
The Lady Tigers were so dominant that they placed runners in
the first four postions, and had
one of their runners break the
course record.
Appalachian State and Western Carolina, who had scores of
50 and 68 respectively, came in
second and third place.
Coach Wayne Coffman said,
"The girls ran well at the meet. I
was very happy with their overall
performance."
Mareike Ressing, a senior from
Germany, came in first place overall and had a time of 17:40. Her
time broke the previous course
record, which was originally
17:54.
Ressing said, "I was surprised
that I came in first place and
broke the record, since I just
came off a back injury. It felt good
to be back and run so well."
Ressing has not raced since
the National Track Championships in New Orleans of last season. Coach Coffman said "Mareike
has a good frame of thought. I
wasn't surprised that she came in
first place during the meet."
Karen Friedrichsen, a freshman from Germany, had a time of

17:59 and came in second place
overall. Friedrichsen said, "We
gave it our best out there. The
team ran a great race at the invitational, it was something to be
proud of."
Tina Jensen, a freshman from
Denmark, came in third place
and had a time of 18:04. Jensen
said, "The whole team did very
well. I was pleased with my performance because I was still feeling the effects of a cold."
Meredith Ford, a sophomore
from Akron, N.Y., had a time of
18:22 and came in fourth place
overall. Ford said "I was pleased
that I finished fourth in the meet,
although I was a little nervous
when I was running. The team
ran well, but we still need to run
a much stronger race in order to
improve."
Along with these four runners
are Christine Engel, Jessica
Milosch, and Azurdee Kennedy.
Christine Engel, a sophomore
from Flanders, N.J., came in sixth
place and had a time of 18:44.
On Oct. 17, Clemson will travel
to College Park, Penn. for the
Penn State Invitational. Three of
the nation's top twenty teams will
be at the invitational, Cornell,
Georgetown and Penn State.
Coach Wayne Coffman said,
"The meet will be a true test to
see exactly how good we really
are." Mareike Ressing, one of the
team leaders, said, " This race is
very important to us as a team."

WALHALLA MOTEL
Air Condition • Electric Heat
Color Cable T.V. • Direct Dial Phones

638 - 2585
Restaurants nearby 15 minutes from Clemson
901 E. Main St. Walhalla, S.C. 29691

Twenty complimentary tickets are offered to students in
Honors for the performance of "Hexagon", on Saturday,
October 30, 1993 at 8:00 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
"Hexagon," an ensemble of five winds and piano, brings
an intriguing dimension to chamber music with
performances of masterworks from Mozart to Poulenc
and new compositions for wind and piano combinations.
Contact the Honors Office to make your reservations now.
At this price, why not experience chamber music!
Seniors... Have you done your Honors resume

yet?

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH/DINNER BUFFET
GOLDEN DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
BUFFET

Clemson University
Hwy76
Take 93 N,
Exk- Central)
(From Scnecajjke
N,

Golden
Dragon

Clemson I
Suites

FOR DINE-IN ONLY

Lunch - $4.95 Dinner - $6.95
Featuring:
Soups, Appetizers, LoMein, Fried
Rice, Sweet and Sour Chicken,
Pepper Steak, Cantonese Boneless
Chicken, and more
(Menu Items also Available)
Reopen Sundays
Lunch Sun-Fri Dinner Sun.-Thur.
ll:30-2pm
5-9:30pm
Fri.-Sat.
5-10pm

654-1551
CM For
Carry Out Menu Items Only

NEED AN AIRPORT SHUTTLE FOR
FALL BREAK?
Come by your Information Desk in the loggia to book
an airport shuttle to Greenville for fall break.
DEADLINE for reservations is Friday, October 8
at 4:30 p.m.
SHUTTLE SCHEDULE TO THE AIRPORT
Thursday, October 14
Friday, October 15
Saturday, October 16
SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FROM THE AIRPORT
Monday, October 18
Tuesday, October 19
Wednesday, October 20
Cost for this special airport shuttle is $18.00 each way
and is payable by cash, check, MasterCard, Visa or
Tiger Stripe. Any other dates needed are available at
the regular price of $33.00 each way. Make your
reservation before the deadline before the deadline
and then pick up yourconfirmed time at the information
desk on Monday, October 11 after 8:00 a.m. Shuttles
to Atlanta and Charlotte can also be arranged. See us
soon or call 656-2461.
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Boogiemen
and rapists
When I was a little girl, one of my
greatest fears was what to do if I had to
go to the bathroom in the middle of the
night. Iwas okay walking down the hall
and back, but when I reached my bedroom door, I would break into a run
and leap the last two of three feet into
my bed. I was afraid that the under-thebed monster would reach out a cold,
clammy hand and grab my ankle.
I also was completely terrified by the
boogieman-in-the-closet monster. If the
closet door in my room was cracked
open the slightest bit, I went into fits of
screaming. Then one of my parents
would come into my bedroom, turn on
the lights and methodically check all
the nooks and crannies for strange
creatures. That being done, I could rest
easily.
Now let me turn on a few lights and
illuminate you with
some interesting statistics. One out of evTerrell Johnson
Time-Out editor

ery four college women has been the
victim of rape. It is estimated that only
one out of every 10 acts of rape is ever
reported to the police. Over half of rape
victims have been raped more than
once. Most of these statistics are at
least four years old, and studies show
the trend as worsening. Why is this
happening?
Perhaps despite the apparently small
proportion of victims who do come
forward, the ratio is increasing. More
victims may be speaking out, but this
does not account for the huge number
of assaults. Perhaps the changing roles
of women in our society has caused a
great deal of resentment between men
and women.
Maybe the sexual revolution has
only widened the gap between the sexes.
Maybe the testosterone levels in men
have reached an all time high. Maybe
all the talk shows, news reports and
seminars aimed at rape prevention are
full of crap.
Carrying mace, using your keys as a
weapon and never going out at night
alone must not be very effective techniques for avoiding rape. These methods of prevention are based on some
pretty big assumptions. These information services provide a very limited
definition of rape, even if it is a very
comfortable definition.
I always thought that rapists jumped
out of dark alleyways to attack innocent, yet naive, virgins as they were
carrying their basket of goodies to
Grandmother's house. The rapist
dragged the sweet, young girl into a
dark corner, after threatening her with
a lethal weapon to which she screamed
mightily but prettily. He beat her, raped
her and left her for dead.
Of course, the police always arrived
at the scene shortly there after and
"

guide

see STEP, page IOC

Nothing compares to Prince
by Richard Challen
staff writer
You can call him Prince. You can
call him Victor. You can call him
"that unpronounceable symbol
guy." I don't care. The man is a
genius, no matter what name he
goes by, and no one-repeat, no
one-had more of an effect on the
past decade of music than he did.
His throwaways are other artists'
treasures. His good stuff is everybody else's inspiration. Even today,
if he wanted, the man could change
the face of popular music just by
snapping his fingers and opening
his mouth.
Now, before you call me biased
and declare me unfit to write an
Prince - The Hits/The B-Sides
objective review of Prince's brandRATING: A+
new compilation, allow me to present
my evidence: The Hits/The B-Sides,
the long-awaited box set from the
Purple One himself. Go ahead, listen to it. "Soft And Wet" to the spiritual "7"), inA lot. And then try to accuse me of any- cluding five unreleased tracks and a whole
thing less than understatement.
album's worth of B-sides and rarities. This
Fifteen years in the making, The Hits/ is not the definitive box set—that monster
The B-Sides spans 14 albums (from For would have to be at least six discs' worth
You, his first, to Androgyny, his last) and and would probably still come up shortcountless hit singles (from the sensual but it is an impressive and awe-inspiring

collection that should appeal to the
cursory fan and collector alike.
The Hits/The B-Sides is a specially-priced, three-album package that
includes two discs of "Hits," plus a 20track "B-Sides" disc and a 24-page
booklet featuring an essay by Alan
Leeds and photographs by Herb Rifts.
The first two CDs are also available
individually, as The Hits Vol. I and
Vol. II respectively, but any self-respecting Prince enthusiast would be
better off to spring for the complete
box set. Besides, how would one
choose which hit collection to purchase? Or, more importantly, how can
one pick "When Doves Cry" over
"Little Red Corvette," or "Sign 0' The
Times" over "Kiss"?
For those who want the freedom of
choice, The Hits offers two and a half
hours of prime Prince, ripe for perusing, dissecting, and absorbing. Early
singles like "Dirty Mind" and "I Wanna
Be Your Lover" share equal space with
recent smashes "Diamonds and Pearls"
and "Sexy M.F." The original 1979 version
of "I Feel For You" (later a hit for Chaka
Khan) is contrasted with a recent live
rendition of "Nothing Compares 2 U" (even
see PRINCE, page 8C

Scorsese creates an Age of Innocence
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Based on the Pulitzer prize-winning
book by Edith Wharton, the movie Age of
Innocence stars Daniel Day-Lewis as
Newland Archer, a wealthy young man
living in New York City during the late
19th Century. Engaged to the attractive,
but naive May Welland(Wynona Ryder)
Archer is a staunch follower of the customs and beliefs set up by his high-class
environment, until his growing attraction
for the unconventional, but enchanting
Countess 01enska(Michelle Pfeiffer) uncovers his eyes to the condemning unfairness of his manneristic society.
With Innocence, Director Martin
Scorsese creates a visually astounding
piece of filmmaking that doesn't relie on
the physical brutality of his earlier movies
to push along the plot but rather depends
on a psychological brutality that stems
from the society's strong condemnation of
people who do not socially fit into their
aristocratic club.
The movie is reminiscent of the artistry
of Bram Stoker's Dracula, because it
employs a cornucopia of off-the-wall imagery to supplement the storyline, but unlike
the Francis Ford Coppola vehicle, the style
of Innocence does not overpower the
focus of its content.
With many of the visual elements Scorsese creates a
painting motif that extends
to the whole film making it
seem like one big cinematic
painting. For instance the
director's talented coordination of the on-screen elements
like candles and tables to
frame the actors within the

frame of the camera serves to create a their extended vacation outside the United
character portrait like the painted por- States.
traits found on many of the character's
The painting theme also finds its way
walls.
into the film's characterizations. Both ArThere is one scene where Archer ap- cher and Olenska are prisoners of their
proaches Olenska from afar as she stands own society, and in essence are trapped
on a pier and stares out upon the ocean, within the confines of their own societal
while the sun sets and a boat slowly moves paintings.
along the background. The scene is so
Archer cannot escape the aristocratic
perfectly photographed that by the end , canvas of his society to pursue his true
when we finally see the full picture with all feelings for Olenska, because he is not
the elements intact, the picture transforms willing to give up the style of life he has
from the actual situation to an artistic grown accustomed to, while Olenska, on
represention of the situation that plays on the other hand, has been under the acrylic
the traditional store bought painting im- wing of her family's social painting and
age of a boat on the water with the sun does not want to further distance herself
setting in the background.
from her family and most of all hurt her
Scorsese further
cousin by allowing the romantic
emphasizes the
relationship to flourish.
painting theme
In the end, Age of Innoby
usin
cence becomes a brilliant
pieces of art
masterpiece of visual
to visualize
craftsmanshipthat proves
the differthat Scorsese is one of
ent locathe premiere auteurs of
tions that
our generation.With
Archer ;
an appropriate score
a n d |
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The Police send a Message in a Box
by L. Clator Butler, ]r.
circulation manager
Fans worldwide of Sting and
the Police were given their dream
release last week. Message in a
Box hit the stores, chronicling
every aspect of the Police's nineyear career. From the band's first
single, "Fallout," to the pinnacle
of-their career with the numberone "Every Breath You Take," to
the remake of "Don't Stand So
Close to Me" which marked the
end of the band's existence, the
whole era is in the set. .
In addition to all the music
from their five full-length releases,
some 20 additional songs are included. Among them are B-sides
from their many singles, live tracks
which have popped up here and

there, and music from the
soundtrack album Brimstone and
Treacle .
The remastering of the older
material brings a new clarity to
old Police favorites. Tracks which
really stand out include Grammywinning "Regatta de Blanc," neoreggae "The Bed's Too Big Without You," British hit-single "Invisible Sun," and the multi-layered "Synchronicity II." Of course,
the remastering significantly has
improved the sound quality of
each song in the set.
Also included in the package
is a sewn-in booklet containing
the vital stats of the Police's three
members, Sting, Stewart
Copeland, and Andy Summers,
their musical histories, and a brief
summary of the different albums

and their subsequent tours. In
addition, reflections are given by
the band members on each of the
obscure releases, including the
demise of the band around the
recording of "Don't Stand So
Close to Me '86."
The Police's unique style of
jazz-punk fusion is remembered
in this set as the style which
shaped much of early-'80s music,
influencing the sounds of groups
such as U2 and The Fixx. To say
there is not a bad song on the set
would imply the the Police never
wrote a bad song, but one is hardpressed to find that bad song
among such a complete chronology of the most influential band
on '80s music.
In short, everything the Police
ever recorded and released is on

this set. Everything. In owning
Message in a Box,
one no longer
needs all the individual discs, 45s,
and the compilation of singles released in 1986.
With all the obscure releases included, one needs
nothing more at.
all to have the definitive sound of
the Police. It is all
remastered for
compact disc to
deliver the most
incredible experience a Police fan
can have.

ill
The Police - Message in a Box
RATING: A+

Becker's Malice leaves audiences chilled
by Rob Brosnan
staff writer
The worth of director Harold Becker's
latest film can be summed up in its title:
Malice. Malice-which stars Alec Baldwin,
Nicole Kidman, and Bill Pullman-confuses, berates, and destroys any intelligence the audience has.
Malice: Andy (Bill Pullman) and Tracy
(Nicole Kidman) have set out to restore a
century old Victorian house. Andy meets
an old high school friend of his named Dr.
Jed Hill (Alec Baldwin). Andy suggests
that Jed move into his house.
Tracy dislikes Jed but is forced to compromise her feelings; Tracy suffers from
abdominal pains, and, one night, the pains
nearly cause her to die. Jed wrongly
removes Tracy's ovaries. Tracy leaves Andy
and sues Jed for 20 million dollars. Andy
finds out that Jed and Tracy are in cahoots
to defraud the insurance company. For
the remainder of the film, Andy tries to
stop Jed and Tracy.
The first aspect of Malice that immediately caused me abdominal pains-i.e.-indigestion-was the acting. Although when I
saw the previews I thought one of Malice's
strengths would be the acting, I was wrong.
Pullman-who spends more time on screen
than Baldwin or Kidman combined, yet
receives second billing—acts in a most
pathetic manner.
Probably 99 percent of the time he is on
screen, his face is contorted into a painful,
confused sneer. As for Kidman and
Baldwin, well, perhaps the poor quality of
their acting wasn't their fault. Though the
script did portray them as one dimensional
characters, they certainly weren't stretch-

ing for an award winning performance.
Malice also stars George C. Scott and
Anne Bancroft, but don't get your hopes
up. Scott and Bancroft have such small
roles that the film does not solicit any
merit from their abilities.
Once we descend beneath the level of
the acting, we must confront the script.
Malice makes so many turns-all of them
wrong-that when I left the theatre, I
realized that I had seen a
completely different movie
from I the one I thought I
would see when I arrived.
Malice contains two separate plots and an unneededsubplot thrown in for good
measure. The film first
seems to concern itself with
a traditional horror film
motif of a doctor the patient doesn't trust cutting
the patient open and rearranging his or her insides .
Perhaps if the film had only
undertaken this plot, I
wouldn't have been so angry when I left the theatre.
Much to my chagrin, as
the plot blazed on, Malice
became less of bad
Hitchcokian thriller, and
more of a bad insurance
scam flick. This radical
gear shift confused me so
much that I seriously considered giving up and leaving the theatre. As I mentioned before, the unnecessary subplot, a high school
janitor who rapes and mu-

tilates the female high school students,
only serves to confuse all the more.
While I realize that I have been harsh in
this review, and that I am angry after
watching the movie, I do feel that what I
have written is justified. Beyond the bad
acting and the numerous bad plots lies the
pretentious nature of the film. The saving
grace of many bad films is that they do not
pretend to be good films.

Everything about Malice acts as if the
film were the best thing to hit theatres in
10 years. Had the film starred some
unknown actors, cut out the glamorous
trailers, and settled on one plot I would not
have written such a negative review. Do
not see Malice; intelligent audiences should
resist the insult that Hollywood has given
us.
RATING: D

Fagen's Kamikiraid comes from the future
fc>;y Terry Manning
staff writer

Donald Fagen - Kamakiriad
RATING: B+

When I was a kid listening to the
FM radio, I could pick up stations in
the rural area around my hometown. I always liked when the deejays
would announce that a Steely Dan
was following the commercial break.
I loved Steely Dan. Their songs
always had a sheen and an easy cool
that made them stand out from the
rest of the music coming over the
air waves. Steely Dan songs always
seemed so smooth and flawless, the
harmonies sounding like they came
from outer space. Or maybe, as the
concept behind Donald Fagen's
Kamakiriad would suggest, their
music comes from the future.
Fagen, along with Walter
Brecker, made up the core duo
around which Steely Dan formed.
And on Fagen's second solo LP,

Brecker serves as producer and cocreator of a sound which will remind many of the old Steely Dan.
The lyrics place the album in the
near future where Fagen's character is awaiting the arrival of his new
Kamakiri, a space-age vehicle complete with hydroponic garden in the
back. "Trans-Island Skyway," the
first track, details the arrival of the
car and the assemblage of the crew
that will accompany the driver on
his way to Funtown: a beautiful
crash survivor with "dancer's legs"
and "snakehips" and the driver's
father ("Come daddy, get in let's
go").
"Skyway" is made up of the laidback groove of a classic Steely Dan
song, as is "Tomorrow's Girls," the
first single off the album. "Girls" is
the story of an invasion of women
from outer space who seduce unwitting earthmen. It's a real pleaser.

More enticing is "Springtime," where
the driver tells of a machine which the
people can use to scan their hearts for
heartaches from lost loves. Powered by
Brecker's walking bass line (one that
any funk bassist would envy), the song
is clever and thoroughly enjoyable.
In fact, cleverness is the earmark of
all the lyrics on the album.
"Countermoon" deals with an annual
moonfall where lovers don't fall in love
- the women attack the men. Space age
problems and future world angst are
dealt with from an entirely realistic,
mature point of view, and the music is
fantastic.
Fagen's keyboards, Brecker's guitar,
and horn tracks from Randy Brecker
(Walter's brother) form the heart of
classically jazzy rhythm tracks. Mixed
with layered backing vocals, Steely Dan
fans will love the music.
And music fans will love the whole
package.
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Guys and Dolls: love
by Richard Challen
staff writer
Most people would regard a
40 year-old musical like Guys
and Dolls as little more than a
quaint artifact of an era longgone. After all, the plot is predictable, the attitudes are outdated,
and the jokes haven't improved
with age. But do not underestimate the power of a strong score
and a good story, as Greenville's
Theatre on the Green proved last
Friday with their current revival
of Guys and Dolls.
Disproving many traditional
myths of community theater, this
production of Guys and Dolls
was highlighted by elaborate set
changes, an excellent orchestra
and a solid ensemble cast of local
actors, singers and dancers. The

end result recalled the feel of a
classic Broadway show, complete
with the requisite production
numbers and glitzy costumes.
Give credit to set designer Clint
Greene for transforming the stage
into a lavish nightclub, a Havana
cafe and a New York City sewer.
Still, every production lives
and dies on the strength of its
cast, and this version of Guys and
Dolls was no exception. For the
most part, the singing was strong
and the acting was fine, if unremarkable. Part of the problem
came from the very old-fashioned
nature of this particular romantic
comedy; after 43 years, the romance is stilted and the comedy
dated, so it was little surprise that
the expected romance between
the lead characters, Sky
Masterson (Gregory Ellenburg)

and Sarah Brown (Gina
Pickerman), never seemed to
materialize. No updates were
needed for the musical score,
however, as evidenced by their
beautiful duets "I'll Know" and
"I've Never Been In Love Before."
Surprisingly, much stronger
performances were turned in by
several of the supporting characters, particularly Nathan Detroit
(Todd Weir), Miss Adelaide
(Teresa Eidson) and Nicely-Nicely
Johnson (Mike Gallagher). In the
role of Nathan Detroit, Weir provided equal doses of humor and
sympathy, especially during the
moments when his love for
Adelaide was directly at odds with
his deep-rooted fear of marriage.
As Adelaide, an almost-bride for
14 years, Eidson could have
J. Mitchell Brown/staff photographer

Guys and Dolls now playing at Theatre on the Green

J. Mitchell Brown/staff photograpt

played the part (if not the squeaky
Brooklyn accent) mainly for
laughs. But her performance went
deeper, revealing a mournful vulnerability that turned "Adelaide's
Lament" into a show stopper.
The scene stealer of the night,
however, was Mike Gallagher, who
turned the minor role of NicelyNicely Johnson into a comedic
escapade. In his hands, Nicely
was loud, boisterous, witty, and
practically exploding with energy;
his featured song, "Sit Down
You're Rocking The Boat" (the
same tune Don Henley "reggae"ified this summer), was easily the
best musical number of the
evening.
Extraordinarily faithful to the

original Broadway musical, Theatre on the Green's revival of
Guys and Dolls doesn't always
live up to its own fabulous reputation. But the ageless grace of
the musical score and the sheer
exuberance of the cast made this
performance an enjoyable evening
for audiences both young and
old. Even if you don't think true
love can conquer all, even if you
feel like you've "never been in
love before," Guys and Dolls may
make a believer out of you yet.
Guys and Dolls is playing
through Oct. 17. Student tickets
are $9.
For more information, call
Theatre on the Green at
233-6238.

THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y-THEATER
PLAYING FRIDAY & SATURDAY

MIDNITE MOVIE ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY

TO SLEEPER HIT OF THE SIMMER!*
'THE BEST ROMANTIC COHEIR SLNCl
'■WBE.N EL«XV «£T $,tfIVT

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
ADMISSION: $2

SUNDAY FREE FLICK

AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
ADMISSION FREE WITH C.U. I.D.

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSION: ONLY $2

COMING SOON
Oct. 21-23 HOT SHOTS: PART DEUX
Oct. 22-23 MONTY PHYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL
(MIDNITE)
Oct. 28-30 JASON GOES TO JAIL
Oct. 29-30 THE SHINING (MINDNITE)

Y PAY MORE FOR CONCESSION
2 Small Sodas
2 Candies
Large Popcorn
2 Movie Tickets

Y Theatre
$1.00
$1.00
$1.50
$4.00
$7.50

Astro
$3.00
$2.00
$2.75
$1.98
$9.73

COUPLE SAVE $2.23 MORE AT
THEY-THEATER!!

THE ONLY THEATER IN CLEMSON THAT TAKES TIGER STRIPE
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Zappa's Universe: Where the hell is Frank?
the music for all of the performances. Much of the music
by Rachel Orr
reflects Thome's own interstaff writer
pretations of Zappa's art.
The performance begins
Frank Zappa, fans, don't be disappointed ifZappa's Universe: A Celebra- with "Elvis Has Just Left the
tion'of25 Years of Frank Zappa's Music Building" from Broadway the
sounds nothing like Zappa's usual hard- Hard Way (1988). This piece
core rock. All the music on the album is uses all of the orchestra in
written by Zappa but performed by nu- and intricate style that only
merous other artists such as keyboardist Thome could have instigated
Mats Oberger, drummer Morgan Argen, and conducted.
Regardless of the fact the
bassist Scott Thunes, and guitarists Steve
Bai and Zappa's son, Dweezil. All have music does not sound like
had some affiliation with Zappa through Zappa, some of it is still good.
"Nite School" and "Sofa"
his years of performing.
The album is recorded from a series from Jazz from Hell (1986),
of performances in which Zappa did not "Waka Jawaka" from
even attend in New York City during Acension, are all great
November of 1991. Over Zappa's years instrumentals. Many of the
of writing and performing, he has com- songs on the album sound
posed about 1200 songs and 70 albums. choppy and harsh, but these
From this, 14 songs were chosen that songs are peaceful and flowtake the listener through his 25 years of ing.
It has been said that Zappa
music.
Joel Thome conducted and arranged has an unusual sense of hu-

mor that expresses intense wit. The humor is evident in both "Brown Shoes
Don't Make It" and "Jazz Discharge
Party Hats." The lyrics are quite humorous, but they may be offensive to some
because of the language used and the
subject matter. This is not a CD to sit
back and relax to, but rather one that
amuses the listener.
The blend of 25 years of music creates
an entertaining tie-dye of jazz, the blues,
funk and rock. The prominent instrument heard in most of the songs seems to
be the sythesizer which can easily cause
this album to be compared the the sounds
of Emerson, Lake and Palmer who also
tend to utilize the synthesizer as a main
instrument creating peculiar even weird
sounds.
The music is so bizarre it is difficult to
explain its sound. The CD is definitely
for open-minded music lovers who enjoy
different and unusual sounds. This album is available on home video and laser
disc. For a catalog write: Verve, 825
Eighth Ave., New York, NY 10019.

Frank Zappa - Zappa's Universe: A
Celebration of 25 Years of Frank
Zappa's Music
RATING: B

House of Love has an Audience with the Mind
history. The "comings and goings of guitarists" have been major
problems affecting the band
Where is the house of love? greatly. Plus, internal fights and
Well, Guy Chadwick, Chris different opinions in management
Groothuizen and Pete Evans have have been massive dangers for
found it, and claim it for their the band.
In 1987 and 1988, known as
own. The band-House of Love;
the album-Audience With the the creation years, they unleashed
Mind ; enough said. The group three classic singles, "Shine On,"
(Guy-vocals and guitars, Chris- "Christine" and "Destroy the
bass, and Pete-drums) has an Heart". They also made their
upbeat sound ranging from New debut LP, which is considered a
great work of art. At the end of
Order to Hoodoo Gurus.
House of Love has had a rough 1988, House of Love signed with
time throughout their seven year Fontana (Polygram Records) in
hope of making it big on
the music init
dustry. Two
years later-af|s*
ter
"long
drawn out affairs in the
studio, labors
of love that
some felt,
were labored
of love" - the
band released
their Fontana
LP.
Their
next album,
Babe Rainbow, took a
long time to
House of Love - Audience with
come out, but
the Mind
ended up to
RATING: A+
be a big hit to
them.
In
Larry Barthelemy, IV
staff writer

January 1990, the single "Shine
On" was re-recorded and was their
first Top Forty. Although Babe
Rainbow seemed to pass everyone, it produces great songs as
"Girl With the Loneliest Eyes",
"Feel", and "Crush Me". As the
albums kept coming, the band
seemed to sink deeper and deeper
into a secluded hole. They did
not know if they could produce
an album to recover from such a
low blow.
After the Rainbow, Spy in the
House of Love (October 1991)
was produced to help the situation. But it backfired, and they
were overlooked by the listeners
again. The album consisted of
great songs such as "Marble,"
"Safe" and "Cut the Fool Down."
It had seemed as if the bands
endless music river had stopped
flowing. The band could have
quit, or the record company could
have scratched the band, but everyone had faith that the right
thing would happen. The right
thing...a successful album to bring
them up from the dead.
On Audience With the Mind,
House of Love has revisited the
styles of their first album. The
"fire and spirit" of the old and the
extra hard guitars brings memories of the first album. Through
the years the band has learned
many types of music, only to mix
them all, and produce a great
album. The songs on this new

album were written during their
most successful American tour in
the latter half of 1992. The album
was recorded in 12 days. Don't
let the lack of time and patience
fool you!
This album has one of the best
sounds and best recordings that I
have heard. "Erosion" and "Haloes" have the ripping,if you will,
guitar sounds of the band. This is
in no way, shape, or form a hardalternative band. If you have
heard New Order and Hoodoo
Gurus (which I doubt for a lot of
you) you will know the kind of

music they play. Its poppy/mellow sound is appealing to the
"good music" listener. Hard alternative is good, but nothing
compares to softer side of the
term "alternative"; if there really
is a term.
There are no singles to support this album, there is no endless touring, no big wahoo, just a
great sounding album by a band
that is waiting to get itself back
on the road. And this may very
well be the album that does it. So
listen, enjoy, and be mesmerized
by the sounds of House of Love.
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Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796

BOOKS
20% Off Afrnost
All Hardcovers

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, S.C. 29678
,vl,lia^mMMtmtmtl^m^mM

,
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Over 1000 Titles ~ From
Absolute Sound to Zymurgy

YOU CAN GET IT ALL AT

• Free pregnancy test
• Free one-on-one counseling
• 24 Hour Hotline
• Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
• Strictly confidential
• Close - Downtown Seneca

m

MAGAZINES

Sloan Street - Downtown Clems on
9:00 AM-9:00 PM
Eight Days A Week

OPEN
IIHIHIIII.J

JtfSSfr.-..
•

654-2210

Marvel, DC, Image,
Darkhc-rse, Valsant, Etc.
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The Economics of the citibank

Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price

Protection Contribute tO Upward growth. A variety of factor have been
suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa®
card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. H The Citibank Classic Visa card offers
immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service™ from MCI.1 And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount
for domestic flights.2 Savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low
variable interest rate of 15.4%3 and no annual fee,
and you can significantly improve your personal
No known picture of Washington smiling exists. Economists believe Washington was
unhappy because he fell he could have received a better deal on war supplies. If he used a
Citibank Classic Visa card, he would have been assured of getting the best price and probably
would have been happier. (Artist rendering of how he would have appeared on the dollar.) '

bottom line (especially if one's net income tends
to be pretty gross). Put another way, one might

even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). H On the way to the
record store, or any store for that matter/take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on

Monarch Notes® Version:

the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

The Citibank Classic Visa card will

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150.4 To protect

be there for you with special stu-

these investments, Buyers Security™ can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily

dent discounts, no fee, and a low

causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase.4 And Citibank Lifetime

rate...so your own economy will

Warranty™ can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.5 H But perhaps the

be more like a boom than a bust.
Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.

features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.-all featured on The
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile
takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Waller Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a
downswing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is
something else again.) U Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can
only be a boost. You're investing in futures-that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in
today's-how shall we say?-fickle market. H To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. H The Law of Student
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a

CITIBANK*
CLASSIC

student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with

«U2S 00i2 3m 18^0

the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then stu-

UUM VAUEf
"■as $ i

dents will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

S baSCd 0

VISA

a 10 mi u,e

Wirf^'? ',
"
- "
night/weekend call in the 1.911 to 3.000 mileage band using MCl's Cart Compatibility rates vs. AT&T's standard calling card rates effective 4/91 Citibank Calline
Service long distance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including travel aVvard programs 'Offer expiresO/30/94 MinimiSta purchase price is S 00
ho^vc i wuf L be to!itaPtS or'Sertha^To'n™^, ^ SS,!?™ 'T "i"""™' TrT ChaT rOT CachcCash advahCe ,ransac,ion «**» <'° 2%o? «hc »m°«"< "leach cJh advance tmnac, on
Zurichi n em^on-H I r I?I i^inH ^?«?^ ^I.ri^,"^. ^i i^". . ■ cond,t,,°"* a"d "fusions apply Please refer lo your Summary of Additional Program Irtlbrmation. Buvcre Securitv is underwritten by The
iunch international U K Limited. Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies bv product and is at least the minimum
■ PT> °n ?r mdU5try data" ?CU"'S °fc,re?lC arC ava"abic '? your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch* Notes are ^&™r^oS%^!K of Simon & S™us™™
Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards arc issued by Citibank (South Dakota). NXI> l<S9.VOutanV"(South MrtlKSra:
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Redfern Health Center

TimeOut Calendar announces upcoming entertainment events
within road trip range. Special consideration is given to local events
and artists. To announce an event, call Sean at 6560986.

Flu Shots availible at Redfern
Call for an appointment at 656-1541

Tonight:
Backstreets
McP's
TD's
Underground
Esso Club

Cost $5

Pendulum-roc^. Cover announced at door.
Dan Ylowden-acoustic. McP's is a private club.
Simon Sez-rock. Cover announced at door.
State of Disorder-roc^. Cover announced at door.
Outskirts- country.

»9CJ

Saturday:
McP's
Esso Club

The Flu Will Make
You Blue!

COLLEGE AVEt/
AVE; f #654-1670
654-167
Feature Schedule For October 8 - October 14

ZEEM131

Guy Workman-sofo acoustic artist.
Outskirts-country.

Thursday, October 14th:
TD's
TTT
Esso Club

Cravin' Melon-alternative rock
Atanas-cot/cr announced at door.
David Ezell-/we acoustic.

Coming soon: the ALL NEW, IMPROVED Time-Out Calendar!
Destined to be better than any local entertainment guide. Advertisers:
call 656-0986 for details.

SHONEYS
PRESENTS

COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTE TAPES

\A IW *

Cltm^e^

(Faculty or Students)

CHOICE OF B DINNERS FOR

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CD'S & TAPES
OVER 2000 USED CD'S
Imported CD's

Quitar Strings

Posters

T-shirts

Magazines

Used Tapes

Blank Tapes

Chicken Fried Chicken
Chicken Tenders
Any Burger (w/Fries)
Baked Fish

Half-O-Pound Dinner
Spaghetti
Charbroiled Chicken
Country Fried Steak

ALL YOU CAT EAT Soup, Salad, and Fruit Bar.
Only $1.19 Extra
Please Present I.D. when ordering
*Not valid with other discounts and Offers.

Gift Certificates
OPEN

Monday-Friday 10 to 8
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 1:30-6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on College Ave. across from Post Office)

10% OFF
Any Purchase with this Ad
Expires Oct. 15, 1993)
'
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For Love Not Lisa: punk from the heartland
showmanship
and
clever
songwriting
was acknowledged immediately.
It
only
took
five
shows
to
cause some
commotion
among the
"punk/alternative" fans.
All of the talk
around town
brought the
interest of
EastWest
Records

'1

For Love Not Lisa-Merge
RATING: A+
b;y Larr;y Barthelemy IV
staff writer
Oklahoma! When I think of
Oklahoma, I see a ranch with
chickens, cows, horses and a big
barn in the back, but not of bands
on stage. Obviously, there was a
stage somewhere, because For
Love Not Lisa knows exactly what
to do on one.
Several years ago, Mike Lewis
(guitar/vocals), Miles (guitar),
Eric Myers (drums) and Kevin
Jefferies (bass) saved up all their
cash and headed for LA (synonymous with "showtime," where
most of the bands are all show) to
entertain people and possibly find
fame.
They thought they had songs
which could win them a recording contract. The band played
outside all the glamour, on the
outskirts of town. The band's

Sheila Eubanks,
Owner

America.
The rawness and desire these
guys possess is self-evident not
only in their music, but also in
their habitual commitment to succeeding in the industry. This is a
band which, although lacking the
glitz or recognition of Nirvana or
Pearl Jam, nevertheless seems to
draw larger and more dedicated
crowds to their concerts.
With influences ranging from
Fugazi and the Flaming Lips to
Pink Floyd and Iggy Pop, the
band sheds the gimmicks and
fake personae for a sound that is
just plain convincing.
On the stage, they seem to
possess a sort of furious intensity
which proves alluring. FLNL has
already gigged with Rage Against
the Machine and the infamous
Stone Temple Pilots and are ready
to hit the road once they get
acknowledged nationwide.

Brenda A Dukes

They are ready to tour anywhere, east coast, west coast,
north, south, anywhere. They
only want to be on stage making
the crowd go crazy.
The band thinks it was an
advantage growing up in Oklahoma and not being influenced
by all the "hype factors," because
they had to work hard on their
ideas.
They would watch MTV and
only like one video out of 10.
FLNL tried to write a better song
than that one.so they would be
better than all of the competition.
The band worked hard not to end
up like the Flaming Lips, which
has struggled for 10 years to get
a major label deal. Their ambition wouldn't let them wait that
long.
Merge, their debut album, is
hitting college radio with a great
impact. The album showcases a
dozen songs that range from the
heavy to the laid back.
In the summer of 1992, the
band released a self-titled EP to
rave reviews. Their songs are
controlled with bass riffs, fierce
rhythms and lyrics full of sarcasm.
In its first week, the single,
"Softhand" was second most
added, which is very good for a
new-up-coming band. In "Slip
Slide Melting," you can hear the
influence they obtained from
Fugazi. "More than a Girl" brings
an appealing sound of some
Mudhoney hooks.
As the songs play on, one
hears the new sound of punk/
grunge throughout the album.
This shows the band's ability to

Lynn Woodall

expand and learn from their surroundings. So in other words,
they do not get old or repetitious.
Run to the nearest record store
and demand that they sell you
For Love Not Lisa's Merge so you

can arrogantly tell all your friends
you were there at the beginning.
This is one album you will not
be sorry that you purchased. It is
superb, a rare feat for todays upand-coming bands.

:
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For Love Not Lisa (L,R): Aaron Preston, Doug
Carrion, Miles & Mike Lewis

Shirley Jones
Cooper

Debbie Jo
Lackey

Stephanie Payne

■ IE!
Lisa Nichols

Dena Recio

HAIR BIZ

K

K

Love your TRESSA perm from the very first day!

"The Salon For Everyone"
(men, women & children)

TRESSA Colourage shades of perfection
When you expect the BEST!

Julie Drost

We do updo's for
formals,
proms & parties.

Billy Keith

io

TRESSA

We use and recommend Tressa Professional Products for predictable results.

400-2 College Ave.
Magnolia Terrace
(across from Astro
Theatre)
Convenient parking
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Merging rock and rap Prince,
cal climate, one wonders if the
whole idea isn't just novelty for
novelty's sake. On about four
Mixing rock and rap is nothing tracks, that fear is justified; on
new; ever since Run-D.M.C. re- the rest, Judgment Night: Music
leased "Rock Box" in 1984, there From The Motion Picture manhave been more than a few rest- ages to transcend the gimmick to
less innovators willing to per- create excellent, genre-bending
form the unholy marriage between music.
At first listen, it sounds like
fiery metal riffs and slammin'
beats. Never has there been such the rappers get the lion's share of
a. conscious effort to wed these the spotlight, leaving the longtwo factions as there is on the haired rock n' roll dudes stuck in
recently released soundtrack to the background. But think again.
Just as the presence of a live band
the film Judgment Night.
An album featuring 11 differ- has raised the adrenaline of event collaborations between some eryone from L.L. Cool J to Arof the finest artists in rap and rested Development, the interhard rock would have been revo- play between voices and instrulutionary a mere three years ago. ments kicks everybody's perforHowever, in the state of today's mance up a notch. For instance,
alternativized, MTV-centric musi- the collaboration between BooY
a
a
T.R.I.B.E.
|M«M
and Faith No
More, "Another Body
Murdered,"
works
befill?
Hi
¥
cause
Mike
ilBillliilli
Patton and
illlll>t'&
company
llllffflf::
sneak
in
Bill
enough of
H
their patented weirdness to keep
the T.R.I.B.E.
§11
on their toes.
By the same
token, it's J
ippps^
s
*&*
Mascis' snakJudgment Night: Music From
ing guitar soThe Motion Picture
los, and not
RATING: B
Del's comparatively avby Richard Challen
staff writer
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erage wordplay, that turn the trick
for the Dinosaur Jr/Del the Funky
Homosapien track "Missing Link."
Some combinations don't
work, of course; Onyx leaves Biohazard in the dust on the mismatched "JudgmentNight," while
the teaming of Slayer and Ice-T
on "Disorder" only proves that
the world does not need another
Body Count. But, more often than
not, the strangest pairings prove
to be the most successful. With
"Just Another Victim," Helmet's
jackhammer delivery provides an
edgy counterpoint to House Of
Pain's taut, lean rhyming style.
"Freak Momma" takes a combination from hell-Mudhoney, the
original grungsters, and Sir MixA-Lot, the "Baby Got Back" guyand spits out the best song on the
album. Despite the lack of any
overt Eddie Vedder-isms, Pearl
Jam manages to retain their rock
roots in the wake of Cypress Hill's
singular sound on "Real Thing."
Unfortunately, since it doesn't
take as many chances as it should
have, Judgment Night winds up
leaving a good chunk of its genrecrossing promise unfulfilled. Lacking the groundbreaking edge of
Run-D.M.C. and Aerosmith teaming up for "Walk This Way" (or
even Anthrax and Public Enemy
thrashing to "Bring The Noise"),
this soundtrack works better as
an ideological statement than a
musical one. Still, this is one
statement that deserves to be
heard, making Judgment Night:
Music From The Motion Picture
an ambitious, if flawed, step on
the road to the definitive union of
rock and rap.

continued from page 1C

more soulful than the Sinead
O'Connor chart-topper). And
the new material fits in just
fine, from the orchestral "Pink
Cashmere" to the garage rocker
"Peach."
Even better are TheB-Sides,
a startling assortment of tossoffs, leftovers, and extras that
were either too personal or too
off-the-wall to fit onto their respective albums. Along with
raunchy numbers like "Horny
Toad," "Feel U Up," and "Scarlet Pussy," there are also some
amazing gems: the sadly hypnotic " 17 Days," the stark "How
Come U Don't Call Me Anymore," and the explosive "God."
In some instances, these tracks
became hits on their own
("Erotic City," "Irresistible
Bitch") and even eclipsed the
whole project; "She's Always
In My Hair" still stands as the
best song to emerge from the
sessions for AroundThe World
In A Day.
But then there are the big

hits, the ones that shaped a
generation, the ones that
brought down the barriers
between R&B and rock, sex
and religion, white and black.
These are milestones like the
liberating "When You Were
Mine," the format-crossing
"Little Red Corvette," the
worldwide phenom "When
Doves Cry," the Hendrix workout "Let's Go Crazy," the psychedelic "Raspberry Beret," the
tongue-in-cheek "Kiss," the
harshly political "Sign 0' The
Times," and the trashy popster
"Cream." Throw in "1999,"
"Controversy," "Purple Rain,"
"U Got The Look," "Thieves In
The Temple," "Gett Off"... and
you have a collection with
enough great songs to fill three
careers. Prince fits them all
onto three discs. Nothing more
needs to be said; if you care
about the man at all, you owe
it to yourself to pick up The
Hits/The B-Sides and experience his genius all over again.
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646-9438
Buy One Sandwich, §et JVaxt Joi cHa[f<P%ice,

Must Present Coupon
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Low Student Air Fares
Greenville - Laguardia/Phil. $118
Charlotte - Wash./Boston A7ewark$l 18
Hartford/St. Louis/Bait:Aliami/De Joit/Chicago/etc.
All Are Round Trip,
and good during Thanksgiving and Christmas! Hum''

Small World Travel
654-6125

17YearsinClcmson

654-8440

Redfern Health Center
WILL BE CLOSED FOR
FALL BREAK
BEGINNING
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15 at 4:30 PM
RE-OPENING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19 at 4 PM
FOR AN ON-CAMPUS EMERGENCY CONTACT
THE UNIVERSITY AMBULANCE AT 656-2244.
OFF CAMPUS EMERGENCY, DIAL 911

g^cDUjztt/^of^ssronijiL SCHOOLS pay
Thursday October 21
10am - 2:30 pm
in the Palmetto Ballroom

Representatives from over $0 graduate
and professional schools ivitf6e
present to answer questions
concerning programs of interest,
application retirements, financial
assistance available, and any other
inquiries you might have.
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Gospel Choir shouts it out: "Spread love"
try Maurice Watson
staff writer
The Gospel choir plans to be make the
Second Annual 'Spread Love' concert a
memorable event.
The concert will be held at Daniel
Auditorium Oct. 10. The Choir is directed
by Rebecca Holmes and three assistant
directors. This year's concert will last two
hours, and will be composed of contemporary gospel music, revised traditional

pieces and original pieces notyet recorded.
Mount Sinai Baptist Church Choir will
make a guest appearance at the concert.
This year's theme is "... And We'll Shout
It Out."
Members of the group find support and
a sense of security among each other and
consider the choir as family, according to
Danette Holmes, president of the Gospel
Choir.Freshmen compose one third of the
choir. They see the choir as a learning
experience due to the close interaction

with the upperclassmen in the group, says
Holmes.
Anyone willing to actively participate
and learn about gospel music is welcome
to attend meetings. The Choir holds Bible
study at 6 p.m. and rehearsals at 7p.m.
every Thursday, in room 217 Daniel Hall.
Future projects include a gospel workshop Nov. 5-7. On the 7th, there will be
a live concert, featuring the Clemson
Gospel Choir, as well as other college and
local choirs.

The Choir will present a gospel seminar in conjunction with the Festival of
African American Literature and the Arts
on Oct. 23-24. On Oct. 23 from 9 a.m.12 p.m., there will be activities at Mt.
Sinai Baptist Church, and a Concert in
Tillman Auditorium on the 24th.
The public is invited to attend The
Second Annual Spread Love Concert in
Daniel Auditorium. The show will be held
Oct. 10 at 5p.m.
Admission is free.

Step out of the darkness and take a look
continued from 1C
pursued the criminal. Once
caught, he was locked away forever. Not a bad story, is it?
Unfortunately, it is extremely
limited. Just because a woman
has had sex before does not mean
she is always willing to have sex
in the future. Whether she be
with a friend, lover or husband, a
woman can still be raped. Even a
prostitute who is forced to have
sex is a victim of rape. The definition of rape is blind to a woman's
sexual history.
The appearance of a woman
does in no way make it acceptable
to force her to have sex against
her will. I do not care if she
walked across Bowman field bucknaked, no one has any right to
assault her. The definition is not
fashion conscious.
I have a friend who had lived
across the street from the same
family all her life. She and their
son were best friends. They had
grown up together, gone to the
same high school and ended up
at Clemson together.
One night he was walking her
home from a party where she had

had a bit too much to drink.
When they arrived at her room,
he began making sexual advances
toward her and a struggle ensued. He raped her on the floor
but still called her the next day to
see if she had a bad hangover. A
woman does not have to be sober
to be defined as a victim of rape.
I knew another woman who
had been dating someone for
about a month whom she had
met through some mutual friends.
He took her over to his house,
supposedly to meet his parents.
When they arrived, no one was
home. He tied her up and raped
her in his room. He then took her
home and told her to give him a
call if she was ever feeling a little
frisky. Rapist are rarely strangers.
Throughout this article I have
only mentioned female rape victims. I do know two men who are
victims of rape, one by a man and
one by a woman.
A man attacked by another
man is not unheard of, however
foreign it may be. I mean, who has
not seen or read Deliverance?
Now a man raped by a woman

seems a bit more unrealistic.
It does actually happen. The
man who I know had decided for
religious reasons to wait until he
was married before having sex.
He discussed it with his girlfriend
at the time and believed they
were in agreement. One night
they had just returned from a
night of drinking and were fooling around on the sofa. Before he
realized what was happening, she
was on top of him. But he was too
drunk to stop her.
Don't scoff. Just because our
society paints the picture of men
as always ready and all to willing
to have sex does not make it true.
For any number of reasons, there
are plenty of men who often chose
not to have sex with someone.
They are not any less masculine.
The definition of rape includes
male victims as well as female.
The only way to curb the increasing trend of rape in America
is to understand what it really is.
Contrary to what the media often
says, rape is rarely a power trip.
Perhaps in some serial rape cases,
the rapist does commit the crime
simply in order to feel more pow-

erful, but for the most part, rape
is only attempted for sexual gratification on the part of the rapist.
Unfortunately, the victim must
deal with more than the mere
sexual act. For the victim, it is the
ultimate violation. Not only is the
victim raped bodily but also spiritually. What could be more cruel
than using a person's own body
against him or her? Who could
imagine a more devastating

weapon?
We, as individuals, need to
take a long, hard look at what is
happening around us. We need
to learn the correct definition of
rape and open our minds and
hearts to the victims.
We need to turn on all the
lights, kneel down on the floor
and look under that bed. We
must stare that monster in the
eye until he withers to dust.

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

VISION CENTER
370 College Ave.
Clemson, SC

654-7980

HE SHARPEST
MIND ADVANCES.
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DRACIJLA
THE BALLET

/HEN FACED WITH THE ULTIMATE

THE MUSCLES ARE FORGEDAND THE

CHALLENGE, IT TAKES MORE THAN

MIND SHARPENED. WHERE A PROUD

STRENGTH ALONE TO CONQUER SUCH

FEW WITH THE ABILITY TO LEAD

ADVERSITY. IN A BATTLE OF WITS, IT

WILL RECEIVE THE KNOWLEDGE

IS THE INDIVIDUAL WITH THE STRONG-

AND WISDOM OF OVER 200 YEARS.

EST MIND WHO WINS. IF YOU WANT

TO CAPTURE YOUR POTENTIAL AND

TO'STRENGTHEN YOUR MIND AND
BODY, THERE IS A PLACE WHERE

BALLET THEATRE PENNSYLVANIA

BECOME AN OFFICER OF MARINES,
CALL 1-800-MARINES.
THE SATISFACTION ONE CAINS FROM HIS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO
THE CHALLENGES HE UNDERTAKES. THE CHALLENGE OF
EARNING THE TITLE OFFICER OF MARINES IS UNMATCHED.
DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO MEET THIS CHALLENGE?
IF SO COME SEE 1ST LT. COUTTS AT THE LOGGIA ON
THE 1ZTH OF OCTOBER FROM 10 AM -2 PM OR CALL
, COLLECT AT (803)256-9015/6 FOR M0REINF0RMATI0N-

Marines

THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES,

Tillman Auditorium, Clemson University
Wednesday, October 20, 1993 8:00pm
Ticket Prices: $12.00. $10.00, $7.00 & $5.00
Tickets Available at the Clemson University Union
The Jean Shoppe in Belton. Duffy's Western Shop in Seneea. Tuple Crown
Western Wear in Royston. Georgia. Sound Trax in Toeeoa Georgia and All
Seleet-A-Seat Outlets

Charge by phone 291-TIXX(8499)
Brought to you by the Anderson Independent Mail
Produced b\ the Campus Events Office & The Brooks Center
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Movie,

continued from 1C

Bernstein(77!e Good Son) and a
meticulous attention to time period detail, Innocence is a fluid
culmination of many elements that
wholeheartedly display the gluttony and hypocrisy so worshiped
by Archer's 19th Century society.
A huge departure from the exple-

tive-filled, violent pictures like
Goodfellas, Mean Streets, and
Raging Bull, Age of Innocence
becomes a visual smorgasborge
of technical mastery that Scorsese
uses to turn what could have
been a dull romantic tragedy into
a cinematic triumph. RATING: A+
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Local Flavor: Mac's Drive In
by Jeremy Campbell and Joe
Branton
staff writers

■:m

\

hanging on the wall. I never realized how many great athletes
Clemson had produced until I
saw them all clumped together
This week our never-ending on Mac's walls.
search for fine cuisine took Joe
I took a seat at the counter and
and me to the nearby town of my friends soon followed. I am
Pendleton and a little diner called not a big fan of counter-top din.Mac's Drive-in.
ing, but, since that is the only
While I had never eaten at seating available at Mac's, I pulled
Mac's before this occasion, many up a stool. If it was good enough
people had told me the food was for Tree, then it was good enough
good. It seemed appropriate to for me.
visit this greatly hyped establishWe placed our order with the
ment. We got on the road and man behind the counter and he
headed for Clemson, in search of returned with our drinks. While
a companion for the meal. Ulti- waiting for our food, we chatted
mately, we just picked up some- about the benefits of fuel-injected
one walking down the road.
engines. It was a short conversaThis was no random person, tion, as the food arrived almost
though. It happened to be Steve immediately.
Wolf, a good friend of mine. He
Steve ordered the barbecue
was not interested at first but, plate. Much to our surprise, there
when he learned the meal was on was no bun with the barbecue.
me, his stomach began to grumble The man behind the counter was
uncontrollably.
quick to remedy the situation.
With our lunch party asSteve ate all the barbecue on
sembled, we made the short drive his plate and consumed the sides
to Mac's. As we walked through of fries and slaw. He then began
the door, I immediately noticed to steal fries from my plate. He
the photos of athletes and coaches thought the barbecue was pretty
covering the walls. A basketball good. Since Mac's is a burger
jersey which belonged to former joint, "pretty good" is a very good
Clemson great Tree Rollins was rating.

Joe ordered a double cheeseburger and beer battered onion
rings. He was either very hungry
or very happy that it was my turn
to pay for the meal and said the
food was good but "nothing special."
I ordered the hamburger plate.
The burger was juicy and a little
bit messy. I admire that in a burger.
There was also what appeared to
be a lettuce garnish on the plate.
I was unsure what to do with it
until our friend behind the
counter asked me which dressing
I would like for my salad. The
lettuce garnish mystery was
solved.
When we finished our meals,
Steve and I ordered a couple of
delicious milkshakes. We sipped
on our shakes while Joe tried his
luck at the pinball machines, (he
was broke long before the shakes
were gone.) Overall, we enjoyed
our luncheon at Mac's Drive In.
We had high hopes for the meal,
and our lunch met them.
Mac's is located about a mile
and a half past the Armory on
Pendleton Hwy. They are open
from 11 a.m. until 12:30 a.m.
Monday through Saturday, and
closed on Sunday.
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Retraction:
In last week's "Outside Clemson" article, a staff
writer unintentionally insulted the citizens of
Belize and Grand Caymen. Due to an oversight
in editing, the offensive reference was not
removed. The writer was reprimanded. The
Tiger regrets the error.

1-800-COLLECT
America's Inexpensive Way
To Call Someone Collect;"
Dial it instead of "0" and save up to 44%.

For long distance collect calls. Vs. AT&T operator dialed 5 min. interstate call.
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Yo, Jack, it's the "I wanna be a homeboy horoscope"
by D.J. M.C. Weatherford III
homeboy wannabe
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Today
you're gonna get jacked by a real
M.C, so get proper with the House
of Pain, y'all.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) You
gonna get dissed, boyee, by every
African Queen in the hood. So go
back home, put on your Duck
Heads, go back to the frat and
stop trying to be what you're not.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec
21)The man may not be down
with pot, but then again, the man
don't know shit about shit. Roll a
big one and jack up the V on your
box with a little Cypress Hill, y'all.
• Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Whoomp, there it is, and . . .
Whoomp, here it comes!

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
White men can't jump, but that
doesn't keep you from trying to
take on Shaq in a little pickup
and go. Silly white boy, you gonna
get jacked!
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) You
catch hell from the brothers when
you shoot your thumb off in a turf
war with the KAs. But your dad
has it surgically reattached, just
like he did his penis in the "potato peeler incident" that he and
your mom refuse to discuss. Learn
to use the Uzi, or put it back in
the estate's security station. Captain Bob misses his little friend.
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19) The
Crips beat you senseless after an
ill-fated joyride in Dad's Beamer.
Never try to cheat on the Crips
carjacking initiation ritual.

Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20) You
run up Dad's credit cards charging Cross Colours clothes at
Merry-Go-Round, and he grounds
you. No carjackings allowed for
one week, or he'll take away your
fall break trip to the Bahamas.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Grab an eight-ball and party with
the power. It'll make ya hard,
Jack!
Cancer (June 21 -July 22) You
are shocked and apalled to learn
that the "g" thang has nothing to
do with the Gap, and you sell all
your Gap stock immediately.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) Time to
get an "O" hat, so you can finally
play a little tic-tac-toe with your
friends. You might as well, 'cause
you don't know jack about the
"X," anyway.

Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Fight
the power! Write a letter to the
Tiger expressing your silly middleclass concerns and hurt
feelings,while millions of people
around the world live with real
problems like poverty, disease,
famine and war.
If you were born today (and
even if you weren't): the horoscopes are back. To stay. If you
don't like them, don't read them.
They're for people with a sense of
humor anyway. So take that, Jack.

Next Week
in Time-Out: "
When the Connells
Ring,
you'd better
answer.
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mntinugd from IB
Bo Hansen scored two goals in
leading the Phoenix to a 3-2 upset of the Tigers.
Clemson opened the scoring
as Glenn was fouled in the penalty box. Glenn was driving on the
left side and was fouled by
UWGB's goalkeeper Paul
Schmidt. Harris converted on the
penalty kick giving the Tigers an
early 1-0 lead. The goal was Harris' 18th of the season.
The Phoenix tied the score at
1-1 as Bo Hansen scored at the
41:20 point into the game. Evans
crossed the ball from the right
side of the field.
Wisconsin-Green Bay scored
its second goal of the game at the
42:46 mark. After a corner kick
from the right and a flury at the
left post, Tim Dunne sent the ball
to Brad Schaefer who took a twoyard shot into the left corner of
the net
Clemson tied the score at 2-2
at the 53:38 mark as Rivers
Guthrie sent a cross from the left.
Glenn headed the shot in from
four yards out near the left post
into the left corner of the net in
the open goal. This was Glenn's
18th goal of the year and Guthrie's
eighth assist of the year.
Wisconsin-Green Bay completed their upset when Hansen
headed the ball into the right
comer of the net at the 86:48
mark.
Wednesday night, Clemson got
back onto the winning track defeating Georgia Southern,- 3-0.
The victory improved the Tigers'
record to 9-2-1, while the Eagles
fell to 4-5-2 on the year.
Harris scored two goals in leading the Tigers to the victory. He
has now scored 20 goals this
season which makes him the first
Clemson player to score 20 or
more goals since Hermann-Award
winner and former Tiger great
Bruce Murray scored 20 goals in
1987. Harris now leads the nation in goal scoring.
Clemson scored first at the
29:04 mark. Joseph sent a pass
from the right through Eagle
defenders to Harris at the near
post. Harris sent a 12-yard shot
diagonally to the far post for his
19th goal of the season. The assistwas Joseph's 14th of the year.
He currently leads the nation in
assists.
The Tigers' Glenn gave Clemson a 2-0 lead at the 46:30 mark.
Jamahl Green passed the ball to
Glenn inside the box on the left
side. Glenn turned and fired a
shot to the right wall of the net.
The goal was Glenn's 19th of the
season and he has now scored in
eight consecutive games.
Clemson finished off the scoringatthe 79:06 mark. Imad Baba's
corner kick from the left went to
the far post. Harris headed the
ball in from two-yards out in the
upper right corner.
Glenn and Harris lead the nation in scoring according to the
latest Division 1 soccer statistics.
So far this season, Glenn and
Harris have accounted for 43
Points each. Harris leads the country with his 20 goals.
The fifth ranked Tigers will
travel to Charlottesville, Va. on
Sunday to face the number-one
ranked Virginia Cavaliers. The
Cavs are two-time defending
NCAA champions.
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Erik Martin/interim head photographer

Jimmy Glenn, shown here against Princeton, is tied with Wolde Harris for the nation's scoring lead.
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VISA

With Visa® you'll be accepted at more than
10 million places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Bef
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Lady Tigers lose
heartbreaker to
'Cats, zip up Jackets
by Rob Graham
assistant sports editor
The Clemson women's volleyball
team, ranked 13th in the NCAA South
Region, knocked off Georgia Tech,
ranked 11th, 15-6, 15-12, 15-8, Tuesday night in Jervey Gym.
CU improved its overall record to
15-2 (2-1ACC) and their ranking marks
the first time in Clemson volleyball
history that they have made an appearance in the South Region poll. Tech
fell to 13-7 (0-3 ACC).
The Tigers were led by freshman
Julie Rodriguez, who recorded 14 kills
with a hitting percentage of .419. Megan
McEnery also added 14 kills.
Junior middle hitter Robin Kibben
made history for the Lady Tigers midway through the second game of the
match, when she pocketed her 1,000th
career kill. She joins former Lady Tigers Wendy Anderson, Denise Murphy
and Heidi Kahl as the only players to
record 1,000 kills at Clemson. Kibben
is ranked fifth in the nation in kills per
game (5.35) and eighth nationally in
hitting percentage (.423). Those num-

bers are also tops in the ACC.
Tech was led by Chris Omiecinski,
who had 17 kills and freshman setter
Andrea Nachtrieb added 31 assists..
This was the second time this season
that the Lady Tigers have beaten Georgia Tech. They won three straight games
against the Lady Jackets, Sept. 28th in
Atlanta. Going into this season, the
GeorgiaTech was picked to finish tied
for first in the ACC, while CU was
picked to fill sixth place.
CU suffered its second loss of the
season, last Saturday, at the hands of
the seventh-ranked nationally Kentucky
Wildcats. Kentucky, who is also ranked
first in the NCAA South Region, came
back from a 2-0 deficit in the match to
win 11-15, 15-17, 15-9, 15-6, 15-10.
The Lady Tigers were led by Kibben,
who had an overpowering 26 kills and
22 digs. Kibben was matched by the
Wildcats' Krista Robinson, who also
recorded 26 kills.
CU will continue ACC play tonight
and tomorrow night as they play host to
Maryland and Virginia, respectively.
Both matches are scheduled for 7 p. m.
in Jervey.

The Tiger is looking for good sports journalists.
Call 656-0986 and ask for Lou, Rob or Edan. Or,
stop by room 906 in the Union and tell them
you want to write. Trust us, you're needed.
l£]

Robin Kibben fires away one of her 26 kills against the nation's
1 lth ranked Kentucky Wildcats.
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Clemson's Used
\
Book Store
USED BOOK
WIDE SELECTION
MANY CLASSICS 1
CLIFF'S NOTES
ONLY $1.00
654-3603
E

Women's Ultimate Frisbee
Everyone Welcome!
Bowman Field Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Sunday at 4:00
Be Part of SC First Women's Ultimate Frisbee Club
Contact: Meredith 654-8500
or
Jean-Anne 654-8363

OJO D H A V E N
GOLF CLUB
Executive 9 hole course - driving range
Pro shop "low price gauranteed"
Lessons and club repair by
Clint Wright - PGA professional
Golf memberships only $32.00 per month
no initiations fee

Student discount - Thursdays
9 holes just $5.50
18 holes just $9.00
'1 1 /2 miles east of the square" - Cherry Street,
Pendleton

5 miles from campus
646-5154

I

Any non-Tiger
oriented
materials posted
in or on Tiger
circulation
boxes will result
in a $500 fine!
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Tiger Picks

Rob
Graham,
asst spts ed
(38-12)

Lou
Potenza,
sports editor
(38-12)

Chris
Sutherland,
bus mgr
(37-13)

Edan
Ballantine,
asst spts ed
(36-14)

Geoff
Wilson,
mangng ed
(36-14)

Jason
Balser,
ed-in-chief
(35-15)

Larry Loew,
man
wearing tie
(35-15)

Tyrone
Walker,
acting ad
mgr (33-17)

Amanda
Heaton,
news editor
(30-20)
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Christmas

Layaway Plan:
•60-day layaway period
• $10 minimum purchase
•20% deposit required. Pay by cash, check, or Tiger Stripe.
•Sale merchandise and all books excluded from layaway
•Customer must sign agreement stating layaway terms
•Payments can be arranged weekly or bi-weekly*

Payment Plan:
Weekly = Total + Tax - 20%
8 payments
Bi-weekly = Total + Tax - 20%
4 payments
*If you are unable to make regular payments,
your layaway merchandise will be returned to
the sales floor. You will receive a refund less a
$5 service charge if it is necessary to return
merchandise to the sales floor.
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certificates the next time you visit the Bookstore.

Sean Cook,
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CU Bookstore
University Union
Clemson University
656-2050

|i>r That Special
Occasion

The Perfect Gift For Anyone!
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EARLY REGISTRATION
BEGINS NOVEMBER 1993
INTRODUCTION

continued from IB
(.336). On top of all that, he should
get his fourth consecutive Gold
Glove for his stellar defense in
leftfield.
National League Cy Young:
Greg Maddux, Atlanta Braves.
This guy is a workhorse. If the
Braves kept up their offensive
stats all year long, Maddux could
have put up record numbers. Let's
think back. He was 8-8 with a 2.84
ERA at the All-Star Break. Just
think if David Justice showed up
for the first half of the season or
Fred McGriff was traded earlier.
In his first 20 starts of the season,
11 of them were accompanied by
two runs or less by the Braves'
lineup. In those 20 starts, he lost
four games and had two no-decisions when allowing two earned
runs or less. But he turned it on
down the stretch, finishing 20-10
for the year with a league-leading
2.36 ERA. He also finished first in
complete games (8) and innings
pitched (267).
American League Cy Young:
Jack McDowell, Chicago White
Sox. McDowell led the league in
wins (22) and shutouts (4). He
finished second in innings pitched
(256.2) and tied for third in complete games (10). When the White
Sox needed a big win, they looked
to McDowell. He is one of the
most ferocious competitors to take
the field and is determined to get
his team to the World Series.
American League Rookie of
the Year: Tim Salmon, California
Angels. Who else is there? This
guy was awesome. He helped the
Angels with his .283 batting average, 31 homers and 95 RBIs. His
numbers would have reached
possible MVP-candidate status if
he didn't miss the last month and
a half of the season with a broken
left ring finger.
National League Rookie of
the Year: Mike Piazza, Los Angeles Dodgers. I love this guy. He
was the first rookie catcher to hit
30 home runs and was among the
league's leaders in home runs
(35), RBIs (112), batting average
(.318), total bases (307) and slugging percentage (.561). He singlehandedly sent the Giants back to
San Francisco on Sunday when
he belted two home runs and
drove home four.
If anybody reads this, please
feel free to call me and give your
picks. I'd like to know and maybe
I can get you to start writing this
stuff for The Tiger sports staff.
Call me at 656-0986.

If you are not
traveling to
Durham this
weekend, you're
lucky. The FSUMiami game is
on tomorrow at
noon. We get to
watch the Tigers
vs. Duke. Rah,
rah!
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ACCESS

PHASE-IN OF
INITIAL ACCESS

Beginning in November 1993 students can register early for the 1994 spring semester
at terminals connected to the University mainframe computer. Personal computers
with a modem can also be used for dial-up access. The system gives an immediate
response as to whether or not a seat in a requested class has been reserved. Students
can use the on-line system to make schedule changes as often as they like until early
registration ends Thursday, December 9 for the spring semester. Traditional
registration forms will be used during walk-thru registration in January for students
still needing to enroll in courses, make schedule changes, clear registration
restrictions, or pay fees. Students can schedule up to 19 credits during early
registration.
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is
controlled by specific windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their
access window date and time. However, once their window opens, they have access
until December 9. Classification is established for all students on October 4, 1993, and
it is based on the number of credits earned plus enrolled credits in the 1993 fall
semester. Classification for new transfer students is based on transfer credits posted
to the academic record as of October 4 plus enrolled credits in the 1993 fall semester.
Students can use Student Information Services at a computer terminal to view their
academic records and verify their classification. Freshmen have a total of 0-29
credits, sophomores 30-59, juniors 60-94, and seniors 95 and above.
Classification
Opening Access Date
Graduates
Monday, November 8
Seniors and Honors Program
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9, 10
Juniors
Thursday and Sunday, November 11 and 14
Sophomores
Monday and Tuesday, November 15, 16
Freshmen
Thursday and Sunday, November 18 and 21
When an access window first opens, student numbers (social security numbers) will
be phased in at one hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed to the last digit of the student
number. The timetable for initial access is shown below.
Junior*

Sophomore*

Freshman*

1

Mon. Nov. 8
5:00 p.m.

Senior* &
Honor Program
Tues. Nov. 9
5:00 p.m.

Thurs. Nov. 11
5:00 p.m.

Mon. Nov. 15
5:00 p.m.

Thurs. Nov. 18
5:00 p.m.

2

5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

3
4

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

5
6

7:00 p.m.

9:00 p jn.

9:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 10
5:00 p.m.

**Sun. Nov. 14
2:00 p.m.

Tues. Nov. 16
5:00 p.m.

7

8:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

8

8:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

9

9:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Last Digit of
Student No.

°

Graduate

1.

**Sun. Nov. 21
2:00 p.m.

♦Classification is established for all students on October 4,1993 and it is determined
by credit hours earned plus current enrolled hours.
♦♦Friday was not used because most computer labs are not accessible after 6 p.m.

ADVISING

MATERIALS

CHANGING
MAJORS

Advising procedures vary among academic departments. Watch for special
instructions about advising. General University guidelines indicate advising for
early registration should occur November 3-16.
Individual degree progress reports, early registration schedule cards, and early
registration instruction sheets will be in the student's major department by October 27.
The 1994 Spring I Summer Schedule Booklets will be available at the Student Union by
October 29. Students' degree progress reports are available year-round at computer
terminals for viewing on-line via Student Information Services (SIS), and the
schedule booklet can be viewed on-line via SIS beginning October 6. The student
instruction sheet shows the location of terminals and the hours they are available for
early registration.
Students planning to change majors should do so by October 4. Change-of-Major
forms are available in the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If form is turned in
after October 4, ask for special instructions in Student Records.
ONLINE REGISTRATION PROCESS

STEP1

STEP2
STEPS

Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the
two-part early registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it.
Keep the student copy for use when entering course requests. The advising number
printed on the early registration schedule card is needed when registering on-line.
If you need assistance in knowing your computer ID and computer password, go to the
Help Desk in the R F. Poole Agricultural Center. You must show a picture ID.
After your access window opens, go to a terminal in one of the computer labs listed on
the student instruction sheet available from your major department. Select Student
Information Services (SIS) from the initial menu screen. Then select the On-Line
Registration System and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and
modems may access the system by dialing 656-4804. Call Help Desk at 656-3494 if
assistance with dial-up access is needed.
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Logic
continued from page 6A
Blacks began to gain freedom
and to take a place in the white
society of post-war America."
What? After the Civil War, the
only freedom AfricanAmericans
had was to legal segregation and
political oppression. We did not
begin to "take a place in the white
society" until the Civil Rights Act
of 1965.
CLAIM 2: "If you speak to
most black Americans...they reflect on [slavery] as a dark time in
their race's history..." This
Balserian claim is problematic
because it suggests that there
actually exist some African-Americans who would agree with his
claim? Do not be deceived: there
are no, and I argue this with
indubitable certainty, AfricanAmericans in this country that
will ever profess that slavery is a
positive era of our existence.
CLAIM 3: "If not for the enslavement of their ancestors, there
would be no such being as black
American." Wrong. If an African
couple moves here tomorrow and
produces a child born in this
country next year, guess what?
That child will be an AfricanAmerican. A follower of Balserian
logic also might conclude from
this claim that if it were not for
slavery, obviously because of a
genetic mutation, Africans do not
the possess the cognitive resources necessary to build a boat,

The Tiger
and consequently we would not
be in this county. If this logic
holds, then how do these genetically deficient Africans manage
to escape the "jungles" and "grasslands" to live in America today? A
Balseric logician will conclude
that Africans must come under
bondage-that's the only successful, and desirable way! Does this
also mean that all other nonnative American peoples have the
intellectual advantage that would
allow them to come to the new
American and Africans do not?
Using Balserian logic the answer
is, "Yes." As a rational consequence, Balserian type logic
equates simply to racism.
CLAIM 4: Balserthen suggests
that, thanks to slavery, AfricanAmericans have "a higher standard of living than they would
have if they were still in other
regions of the world." Without
added assumptions this claim fails
to warrant any logical conclusion. First, we would have to
assume that Mr. Balser has some
innate, god-like, supernatural
power that allows him to look
into the past and determine what
could have been- "if only." Secondly, we have to assume that the
only place that a descendent from
Africa can be prosperous is
America. This is simply false. African descendants do quite well in
France, Spain, Britain, Sweden,
etc.
CLAIM 5: "...[W]hite Americas
[are proud of their ancestors because they created] and [built] up
this country. [While] black Ameri-

cans [should be proud] because
their ancestors [sacrificed], willingly or unwillingly, allowing them
to lead better lives than they otherwise would." This claim creates
'brain nausea' produced by ignorance. How can any American
openly dismiss the historical contributions, both physically and
intellectually, of an entire race of
people? According to Balserian
logic, black Americans have contributed absolutely nothing and
are nonessential, after being here
for over 350 years, to making this
country the nation that it is. this
fifth claim also maniacally suggests that the sacrifices made by
slaves may have actually been
desired. Moreover, that it was the
will of some Africans to make
those sacrifices and be slaves.
Balserian logic expects us to imagine Africans living on the west
coast of Africa running to the
slave ships to be "rescued" from
their life of perpetual doom-only
to come to America to live as
livestock.
CLAIM 6: "...since [slavery]
cannot be changed, at least black
America can take pride in the
sacrifices of its ancestors."
Balserian logic also would support the idea that since people
will continue to murder and molest children we should take pride
in the legislation produced from
slaughtered lives.
If anyone uses Balserian logic
to analyze historical events the
following conclusions can be
made:
(1) the "Trail of Tears" was

OPINION/ Page 7A
good because we produced some
interesting Indian Reservations,
(2) the Holocaust was brilliant because it allowed Jews to
come to America and it created
fantastic historic sites in Germany;.
(3) the dropping of atomic
bombs on Japan was marvelous
because it created an awesome
landscaping opportunity; (
4) the melt-down at Chernobyl
was necessary because the subsequent evacuation allowed some
Soviet citizens to view parts of
the country they probably would
not have normally seen;
(5) getting shot in the head is
not necessarily a bad thing since
one will have the opportunity to
experience an ambulance ride,
etc.
Balser's entire article openly
begs the question because it establishes slavery's advantages by
deploying a logic that makes
slavery's advantages inevitable.
Some credit is due Balser for
attempting to save himself by
denying possible negative implications of his propositions, but
he fails.
It would have worded had he
not frequently regressed to the
propositions that because of slavery African-Americans are better off than we otherwise would
be. Balserian logic is conceptually flawed because it allows for a
positive outcome of any disreputable situation.
Sincerely,
Anthony B. Bradley
Senior

CU welcomes
FarmHouse
fraternity
To The Editor:
I am writing this letter to announce a new fraternity being
established here at Clemson University. Our fraternity's name is
FarmHouse and we are recognized as an international Greek
fraternity. The main ideal of our
fraternity is building the whole
man. This involves building men
intellectually, Spiritually, Morally,
Socially and Physically.
Presently, we are at a colony
status here at Clemson with a
strong desire in becoming a reputable chapter in the near future.
We are 23 pledge brothers strong
with a variety of majors and personalities. We welcome anyone
who is interested or has any questions about FarmHouse to join us
for dinner at the Clemson House
at 5:30 on Mondays and 5:45 on
Wednesdays.
We are excited about our opportunities here at Clemson and
we feel our leadership, scholarship and fellowship will establish
a good foundation for future development here at Clemson.
Bradley W. Orr
Philanthropy/Community
Service
Edward Gunter
Campus and Community
Relations

See your opinions in print! Write a letter to the editor.
Send them to P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C., 29632.

UNIVERSITY GUIDE
ASSOCIATION
Clemson university visitors Center

Are you proud of your University?
Can you show others why?
If so, we have a job for you.
If you think you'd like to be a Clemson University volunteer tour guide and show our visitors
what's so special about this school,
come to our drop-in.
University Guide Association Drop-in
Wednesday, October 13
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Alumni Center
For more information, call 656-4789.
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Professor "pleads" for historic houses
.
b} Jim Clark
staff writer
The giant bed in the master
bedroom bears silent testimony
to the fact that he was a big man,
while his life as attorney and
statesman demonstrates that
John C. Calhoun proved an
intellectual giant as well.
Most CU students hear about
the Calhoun House, or Fort Hill,
while studying here. But those
not majoring or minoring in
history-or those who have little
interest in the subject-may rob
themselves of an inspiring hour,
touring Fort Hill, where past and
present meet, and where one gets
a sense of Calhoun's world.
Calhoun came into possession
of Fort Hill Plantation, including
the house, through marriage to
his second cousin, Floride
Calhoun. Calhoun was engaged
in politics for almost all of his
adult life, serving as senator,
Secretary of War, Secretary of
State and Vice President.
Persons in public service did
not make large salaries in that
day, therefore Calhoun needed
the Fort Hill Plantation income
to support his large family.
Today, the Calhoun House has
been designated a National
Landmark by the U.S. Department
of the Interior. Also, Fort Hill is
listed on the National Registry of
Historic Places. The fact that the
original 1,400 acre plantation
became Clemson University lies
in the generosity of Thomas Green
Clemson, a former Philadelphia
mining engineer who married
Anna Maria, one of the Calhouns'
seven children who lived to
adulthood.
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success
the insight to create the raising campaign is successful.
in IQQO
1888, South
Carolina nffiriak
officials thp
wasted no time in meeting on the department, and for that I That is the responsibility of Susan
Cline-Cordonier, previously
plantation to lay out the plans for commend him," Bleser said.
director of the now-defunct
However,
recent
budget
cuts
what would become Clemson
historic houses department.
in
state
funding
to
CU
have
College.
But the history professor
Bleser speaks of Fort Hill as dictated that the historic houses
being "the heart and soul of department and the Visitors released a portion of a letter
Clemson University." And while Center be merged under the which she recently sent to
reflecting great pride in the Department of Visitors Programs, Ransdell, noting that Fort Hill is
Calhoun House, centerpiece of Ransdell said. But he added that "...one of the most significant
CU's six historic houses, the the "public aspects (of the houses) historic homes in the United
States..." In that letter, Bleser
professor also evidences keen will remain unchanged."
said she "pleaded" for the intact
Bleser
said
she
also
was
interest ia.the remaining five .
She praises Dr. Gary Ransdell, pleased that the "academic continuation of the Department
CU Vice President for Institutional interests" of Fort Hill, including of Historic Houses.
A tour of Fort Hill quickly
Advancement, for having historic studies and appraisals of
takes
one's mind back 150 years
paintings,
may
in
the
future
be
developed the Department of
in
time.
And, yes, in the master
continued
if
a
newly-initiated
fundHistoric Houses in 1989. "He had
bedroom stands the custom-made
bed, seven feet long, thus
accommodating the 6'6" frame of
John C. Calhoun, the physical
and intellectual giant.
Calhoun made what proved
perhaps his most memorable
impression on the U.S. Senate on
March 4,1850. On that occasion,
the Senate was debating the
Compromise of 1850, designed
to settle the slavery issue. Calhoun
prepared his own speech,
outlining his plan to save the
nation. But the aged Senator
proved physically unable to
deliver his own speech, and Sen.
James Mason of Virginia read
Calhoun's words to the Senate.
Calhoun died March 31,1850,
at the age of 69. He is buried at
St. Paul's Church in Charleston.
What lessons can we learn
from
Calhoun
and
his
contemporaries? Perhaps we can
understand that they were men
of their times, without our ability
Jim Clark/staff photographer
to view history in retrospect.
Curator Will Hiott of the Calhoun House, discusses the historic mansion with
The Senator would have liked
that.
Cindy Bryant, a history major, after her class toured the house.
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The wedding took place att
Fort Hill in 1838. Anna Maria
outlived everybody-father,
mother and siblings. Clemson,
her husband, survived her. And
since he inherited Fort Hill from
his wife, Clemson followed her
wishes-to will the plantation to
the state to establish "a high
seminary of learning," according
to Dr. Carol Bleser in her preface
to In Joy and Sorrow.
Bleser, The Kathryn and
Calhoun Lemon Distinguished
Professor of History at CU, served
both as editor of and contributor
to this book.
When Thomas Clemson died

Print Shop Inc
Open Monday through Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday by Appointment.
Typesetting, Quick Copying, Laminating, Fax,
and Many Other Printing Services. Your
orders are kept on file for an easy reorder.
For Your Printing & Copying Needs Call:

654-1120
106 EARLE ST. • P.O. DRAWER 1606 • CLEMSON. SC29633

HBO'S

2 + 2 PEPSI DEAL
Large Two-Topping Pizza
Plus 2 Liter:
7-Up or Diet Pepsi
I)>1 UnOU +tax
(save $2.10)
Not valid with other specials

WANTED
Tiger Advertising Account Executives
Gain the competitive edge as you develop
your communication and networking skills by
selling advertising for The Tiger.
Working for The Tiger will allow you to
prepare for the real world while still in school and
allows you to set your own hours.
As a Tiger Advertising Account Executive
you will be responsible for developing and
servicing new and established accounts in Clemson,
Seneca, Anderson and Greenville.
If you are interested in working for
The Tiger while at the same time starting your sales
and marketing career contact Larry Loew,
Business/Advertising Coordinator, 656-1596 or
Tyrone Walker, Advertising Manager, 656-2167.

Expires 12/15/93
Free Delivery

654-1103

The Tiger, the.place to start your career.
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History is back in style.
Individuals Organizations
Portraits will be taken in
I
904 Student Union
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
[ No appointments necessary

I

Call 656-2379 or drop by
902 Student Union for
appointments.
5:00-10:30 pm

October 11 - October 15
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Kellogg Program serves as catalyst for change
by Elizabeth Garrison
staff writer
"The Land Grant University of
the 21st Century will be....?"
This question has been raised
by the Kellogg Foundation to
encourage land grant Colleges to
strategically plan for the future
by offering great incentives to
outstanding institutions.
Clemson University is
participating in this program
along with land grant colleges
throughout the United States.
The Morrill and Hatch Acts,
passed in the late 1800s, state the
original idea of the land grant
colleges-to educate rural young
adults. Of course at that time in
South Carolina over half of the
population made their living in
agricultural related jobs.
Now less than two percent of
South Carolinians are involved in
agriculture. Clearly, it is necessary
for institutions of higher
education to adaptto the changing
needs of people due to changes in
the economy such as this.
During his administration, Dr.
Max Lennon has been
instrumental in getting the whole
University to look towards the
future taking into consideration
the changing world outside the
campus arena.
Anyone who has had the
opportunity to hear Lennon speak
has heard his almost infamous
phrase, "Clemson will become the

Nation's leading technologically
oriented land grant university.
This end wil be achieved through
an uncompromising passion for
excellence in undergraduate and
graduate teaching, research and
public service...."
How does he plan to do this?
The Clemson University Strategic
Plan.
In 1989, the Strategic Planning
Committee (SPC) was formed by
Lennon. Under the leadership of
Dr. Stassen Thompson, an Ag.
Professor and chairman of the
SPC-students, faculty and
administrators have formed a
strategic plan with six major goals.
The Kellogg program-serving
as a catalyst for change-will
require that the planning process
now begin to involve more people
across disciplines and colleges.
Ninety people worked on
Clemson's proposal for the
Kellogg progran during summer
1993. The group of faculty,
students and administrators were
divided into eight "concept
teams."
These concept teams each
addressed the same questions and
constructed ideas of how the land
grant university of the 21st
Century should handle them.
These groups focused on two
of Clemson's major goals in the
strategic plan, that "the holistic
education of students will be
Clemson's highest priority," and
"the land grant concept

will-integrate teaching, research
and public service."
Clemson sees the need for
universities to work with the state
comprehensive and technical
college systems (of which there
are 16 colleges in S.C. such as Tricounty Tech).
One of the criteria for the
Kellogg incentive is that the land
grant schools work with otherssuch as the 2 year institutions
and S.C. State University.
On Aug. 27, all the teams
gathered at Camp Hope to share
their ideas for the first time.
According to Planning Director
Sandra Underwood, also a team
leader, "It was exciting to find by
the end of the day that all eight
teams had arrived at such
common ground -that we have
already begun today a shared
vision of our 'preferred' future."
Since that date the team
leaders have met several times
with Lennon, Thompson, and
Dr. Reel to revise consolidated
drafts of Clemson's Kellogg
"concept teams" ideas.
A draft of Clemson's proposal
which will be given to the Kellogg
Foundation will be printed in the
"Inside Clemson" faculty /staff
newsletter on Oct. 8.
On Monday, Oct. 11, at 3:30
p.m. there will be a public forum
where Lennon along with other
team members will present this
draft.
Everyone, especially students

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

and faculty who are concern with
the future of Clemson, is
encouraged to come contribute
at this forum.Questions and
suggestions will be welcome.
The final Clemson proposal of
"the land grant university of the
21st Century" will be submitted
to the Kellogg Foundation on
Nov. 1.
In February 1994, Kellogg will
announce up to 10 land grant
universities with outstanding
plans. Initially, these universities
will receive "seed" money
($100,000) which will help the
university begin to envision a
very different future.
After some undetermined
amount of time, the most
outstanding of these "seed"
money recipients will be granted
up to several million dollars to
further implement their plans to
create the ideal land grant
university of the 21st Century.
The Kellogg program's
monetary awards, if given to

Clemson, will greatly benefit
students, all nine colleges, and
the library as well as the
communinity and the state of
South Carolina itself.
However, if Clemson is not
recognized by the Kellogg
foundation, the past efforts of the
SPC and the concept teams will
not be for nothing.
Due to Clemson's involvement
in strategic planning, other
sources of funding such as
government grants and donations
from other foundations and
corporations will also be options
to help achieve Clemson's goals.
"The world around us is
changing so fast. It's not
surprising that universities are
being expected to change with
the times, too," said Underwood.
"We're just fortunate to be in a
position to work together to create
a shared vision of what we want
the University to look and be
like-rather than have someone
else decide for us."

■PFASE 0L
$1.00 Longnecks ALL The Time
Ladies Play FREE On Tuesdays
OPEN LATE EVERY NIGHT
654-7649

Qemsoris
Ultimate
Sports
Bar
&

Deli

It's Time To Pick Up
Your University
Telephone Directory

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

find one. But if you're a nursing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

At the Union Loggia, Friday, October 8,

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

or at Schilletter Dining Hall,
Monday, October 11,

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
PANEL DISCUSSION

Free with

"Heavy Lies the Head that Wears the Crown?":
The Department Headship System at Clemson

Student I. D.

A panel discussion exploring the headship system and alternatives, featuring a former department head
(Richard Larson, Sociology), an acting department head (Jim Davis, Accounting), an alumni professor
(Holley Ulbrich, Economics), and a college dean. Moderated by Provost Emeritus David Maxwell.

Thursday, October 14,4:00 p.m.
College of Nurse Building, Room 100

One per student
(commuting
and on-campus).

Sponsor: American Association of University Professors

_____

Ckmon, y$\ivt Got great <tastt!
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

0 Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks &. Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List

mm

*;-^f
%

Lunch # Sundays # Happy Hours
4126 Bleittson Blvd. Mi To Holiday m

w^

931 "8811

___

Telecommunications
Services
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Entertainment abounds in Black and Gold
continued from 1A
White chose to play "Rustles
of Spring" by Fruhlingfrauschen.
During the pageant there was
some additional entertainment
provided by students from around
campus.
Donna Smith wrote and
performed another monologue.
Eric and Michael Young
entertained the crowds with a
song.
Another duet was sung by
Marsha Williams and Nairobi
Leamon.
Nairobi Leamon also held the
honor of serenading the four
contestants during the pageant.
Pamela Thompson, Vanessa

Waltor and Krfstye Addison
assisted with the pageant.
One of the contestants, Terri
Hudson, commented that there
were initially six contestants, but
several girls dropped out.
She had considered dropping
out, but decided to stick with it.
By the end of the contest she was
glad she stayed in.
The winner of the Miss Black
and Gold will have the privilege
of representing the Alpha Phi
Alphas at the state competition in
Orangeburg.
The state competition will be
held on October 30.
Girls from around the state

The following organizations
have yet to submit the proper
forms in order to remain
recognized. If these forms are
not returned by Wed., OCT.
13, these organizations will be
derecognized. Forms can be
picked-up and turned in to room
706 University Union. If there
are any questions, please call
TreyDuBose at 656-2195.

Dickson, Athletic Counselor, Mr.
Frank Mauldin, Head of the
Human Resources Department,
Mr. George Hicks of the Greenville
Urban League and Miss Lana
Robinson, a Clemson student, all
held the responsibility of judging
these four lovely ladies in the
pageant.
Miss Lana Robinson has had
experience in pageants before.
She was the 1991-1992 Miss
Black and Gold, so this process
was familiar to her.
Vanessa Cleveland also
participated in the ceremonies by
crowning the 1993-1994 Miss
Black and Gold.

Miss Cleveland was the former
Miss Black and Gold for the 199293 school year.
The Mistress of Ceremonies
was Claudette Thomason.
Mechelle Robertson was
named third runner up, with
Theresa Keys as second runner
up^
First runner up was claimed
by Miranda White.
Nineteen- year- old Terri
Hudson took the 1993 Miss Black
and Gold title.
Congratulations to all those
contestants who participated and
good luck to Terri at the state
competition.

SPfll
IT OUT

ADVENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
AERONAUTICAL ASSOCIATION
AFTER SIX SINGERS
AFRICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
ACR. AND BIO. SCIENCE COUNCIL
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
ALPHA PSI OMECACLEMSON PLAYERS
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
AM. PROD. AND INVEN. CONTROL SOCIETY
AH. SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
&5 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
CENTRAL SPIRIT
CHAMBER SINGERS
CHI ALPHA STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
L

will be competing for the title of
Miss Black and Gold.
After the state competition, a
regional competition will be held
this spring in Memphis Tennessee.
After that the national
competition will be held in
Chicago this summer.
Ctemson's 1990-91 winner,
Keesha Simms, made the regional
competition a few years ago.
The three runners up and the
winner all receive a trophy and a
check.
The Queen is crowned and
receives a dozen roses with a
check for $125.
Mrs. Barbara Kennedy

,CLEMSON CARES
COLLEGIATE BIG SISTERS
COLLEGIATE BROTHERHOOD FOR YOUTH
DELTA CHI

1-800

DELTA LAMBDA CHI
DELTA SIGMA NU
ENTOMOLOGY CLUB
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
GRAPHIC ARTS SOCIETY
HAPglDO
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION CLUB
1NST.OFELEC.& ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERIS

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CLUB
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
WTERSERVICE COUNCIL
JAPANESE CLUB
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
MICROBIOLOGY SOCIETY
MIDDLE AGES SOCIETY OF CLEMSON
MORTAR BOARD
MU BETA PSI
PAINTBALL SPORTING CLUB
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi TAU SIGMA
PKOCHOICE ACTION LEAGUE
KACQUETBALL CLUB
RALLY CATS
KHO PHI LAMBDA
SAILING CLUB

There's no lower price for a collect call

SCABBARD AND BLADE

For long distance calls from public phones.
You don't have to be an Economics major to see that
AT&T's new 1 800-OPERATOR service is lower priced
than anyone else's standard operator service rates for
long distance collect calls. Use it from any phone on
or off campus. When you call, just spell it out.
Dial 1 800-OPERATOR (1 800 673 7286).

SIGMA NU
SOCIETY OP BLACK ENGINEERS
SPICMACAY
S'C. RECREATION PARK SOCIETY
SPORTS CAR CLUB
SPORTS OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION
STUDENT MECHANIZATION CLUB
STUDENT NURSES ASSOCIATION
STODENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
SWIPHONIC

BAND

TAB KWON DO CLUB
TAPS
TAUSICMADELTA

WBOPHILUSCLUB
TIGER BAND
TIGERS FOR CHRIST
WATER SKI CLUB

AT&T

"™TEWATER CLUB
E SIGMA PI
^A TAU ALPHA
Pending Tariff effectiveness. © 1993 ATST.

Announcements
FRATS! SORORITIES! STUDENT
GROUPS! Raise as Much as You Want in
One Week! $100...$600...$1500! Market
Applications for the hottest credit card ever
- NEW GM MASTERCARD. Users earn
BIG DISCOUNTS on GM CARS! Qualify
for FREE TSHIRT & 94 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext 75.
The Presbyterian Student Association
invites you to join them every Sunday night
at 6:00 for dinner and a program. Also, we
invite you to join us each Tuesday and
Wednesday from 2:454:15 p.m. as we play
with underprivileged children. 401 College
Ave. 654-9207.
The Clemson Adult Children of Alcoholics Al-Anon meet every Tues. at 7 p.m. at the
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church across from
the soccer field.
Habitat for Humanity is meeting on
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. in 100 Lee Hall
starting September 22. All students interested are welcome to attend. Coordinating
Council for HFH meets every other Thursday starting Sept 9.
Join the Clemson EquestrianTeam. Learn
to ride and show intercollegiately. Meetings
are every first and third Tuesday of the
month at 8 p.m. in P&A E145, for more info.
Call 653-7886.
The Society of Women Engineers will
meet on Wednesday, Oct 13 at 7 p.m. in 302
Rhodes. A representative from Sonoco will
be at the meeting. Come join us!

welcome! Bowman Monday, Wednesday and
Sunday at 4 p.m.
Graduate & Professional School Day,
Thursday, October 21, 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.,
Palmetto Ballroom sponsored by Craduate
Student Association. For more info., contact
Russell at 656-3195.
All Classified Ads are now 10* per word
for students and 25* per word for nonstudents. This includes announcements.
Dow Jones Newspaper Editing Intern
Program: Selected interns can look forward
to a free two-week course, assignment to a
newspaper for a paid summer copy desk job
and $1000 scholaoship. Must be Jr., Sr. or
grad. student Apply for internship & sign up
for testing at the Career Center, 804 Union.
Deadline Nov. 5.
Attention: Student Groups & Greeks
The Tiger has just made it easier for you to
place Announcements in the Campus Bulletin. Simply deposit a check with us once and
your members can place ads with us until
that money runs out It couldn't be easier!
Stop in today. 906 Union.

Business
Opportunities
Earn an extra $2000 per month. Is it
worth your time to find out how? 6543535.
Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break Trips!
Sell Only 8 Tips & You Go FREE! Best Tnps
&Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Panama
City! Great Resume Experience! 1-80O6786386!

Legalize it! Join the Clemson NORML
Chapter. Show your support for the growing
Cannabis movement Send your name, address, phone # and $1 to C.U. NORML, P.O.
Box 4879, Clemson, SC 29632. Confidentiality guaranteed.

GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE UP TO
$1,000 IN JUST ONE WEEK! For your
fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself!! And a FREE T-SHIRT just for
calling. 1-800-9320528, ext 75.

Women's Ultimate Frisbee. Everyone

EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW!

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student tor the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards tor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W.Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119
(800)487-2434 Ext 4444
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ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every
week, free details: SASE to International Inc.,
1375 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New
York 11230.

with software, mouse and keyboard. $395.
Call 653-5154.

Jet-Dog, Let's have a great B<lay weekend. Happy 21st! Love, Maudre

2 BOX TICKETS, HOMECOMING: best
offer by Wed., Oct 13 takes it My parents will
not be using them. Call Lawrence 858-7375.

Thanks to John, Steve and Dave for
making our 1st Derby Days great! AKA says
work it oouutttt

Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept D6, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Cruise agency seeking campus sales rep.
Work your own hours and earn free travel.
Outgoingindividualscall 9044484084 weekdays for an interview.
Campus representative needed by sportswear company to sell to fraternities and
sororities. Average $50 to $100 working one
night per week. Call 1-800-242-8104.
FOOD SERVICE SUPPORT STAFF:
Part-timepositionsavailableatOutdoorLaboratory through spring semester, can work
around class schedules; must be available up
to 15 hours per week, including some weekends; contact Michael Comire, Manager, 6467502.

For Sale
Spring Break! Plan Early - Save $30-50!
Bahamas Cruise 6 Days $279! Panama City
(Kitchens) $129! Cancun & Jamaica $
,
Padre $199, Key West $239, Daytona (Kitchens) $149! 1-8000786386.
AKC Registered Chocolate Labs, 7 weeks
old. Call 547-5987.
CORN SNAKES: Captive bred babies$20 Call Bill at 6544315.
KINGSNAKESCaptive bom hatchlings
from $50 to $100 ea. Call Dave Lewis 6563205.
Rowing machine $25, 885-1904.
Computer. IBM Compatible, 286, 640k,
20 meg, Hercules monichrome monitor

crafts at
Lakeview Hairstyling
Linda Rook - Nail Technician
Acrylics, French
and Regular Manicures

Specializing in OPI Colors
Get Acquainted Introductory Offer
Full Set Acrylics w/tips $40°°
Regularly $50°°
Come By or Call For Your Appointment Today
Winn Dixie Shopping Center
654-4966

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

6 weeks/$36
Unlimited
Classes
Step classes now
available!

SisterspfAXOGetexcitedaboutRiverboat
'93!

Rentals

Lost and Found

Female roommate needed for next semester. Your own room for only $160 a mo.
plus 1/3 utilities. Call 654-8561.

Found: Female black and tan German
Shepard mix dog, approx. 8-12 months old.
Found 9/21 on campus near Taoc Bell. Call
Campus Police at 656-2259.

Need a place to live next semester? As of
Jan. 1, for rent 4 BR, 2 BA, W/D in Tillman
Place. $235/ month +1/4 utilities. Call 6540110 for details.

Personals

Roommate(s) Wanted: After Dec graduation. Rose Hill Villa (townhouses) 2 males/
females. $188/ mo. Call Kevin or Matt 6537116.

I love you Susan Heil and I will wait for
you forever - because you're worth it! J.M.P.
C.G. Sorry this is a week late. I had a great
time. We'll have to do it again. Next time, my
sunrise, your tower? We'll have to "make the
effort"
,
v
Thanks! M (not God or the Cool one)
Thanks ATO for a great mixer! Love, the
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Phi, Get psyched for Initiation!
JAC, You're the best Green sis! Love,
JGEH
Good luck CURFC against SCAD this
weekend. Riverstreet here we come!! Steph

Services
Tutor available for any math, economics
or Spanish courses. Reasonable rates &
discounts for groups. Call 653-9173.
Professional Typing and Editing Services: Research papers, theses, dissertations.
Reasonable rates. Free pick-up and delivery.
Anderson 231-9269.
THE BODYSHOP- offering personalized
training in weight loss and toning maintenance programs and 30 minute nonapparatus
training. Hwy. 93 Clemson, 6536860.

Happy Anniversary to 2nd edition of
AKA. Lots of love, Cookie

Travel

Hee-Jeoung Happy Birthday! I love you.
Sa-rong-hom-nee-da. HEB 12:28-29, 1 COR
13:4-13. In His Name, Lawrence.

Vacation Packages: Bahama...$600,
Cancun...$250, Reno & Lake Tahoe...$600.
For more info., call 639S107.

fort ^fUC (Beauty Salon

A+RENTSi.
New Student
Special

Looking for the perfect gift? Check out
The White Rabbit We're at 104 N. Clemson
Ave. (next to Sunshine Cycle). Stop by this
week for free incense with any purchase. Just
ask! Offer good while supplies last

FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
ELECTRONICS
Monthly 'Weekly • Daily

653-FITT

We Deliver

Bring this ad to
receive offer.

646-5705

Expires 10/15/93 ,

Hwy 76 Pendleton

'Your hair is the smartest thing you wear"
Bring this coupon to register for a free hair cut
Drawing held every other week
Located across from the Esso Club • 654-2031-Clemson

ART
STAFF
WANTS
Come help create works
of art to be immortalized
forever in the pages of
" The Tiger"
Call Arnold Edwards - Art Director
858-7685 or 858-2150

